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ברכה והיה …לך לך
Go forth…and be a blessing.

In those days, ten men from nations of every tongue will take hold—they will take hold of
every Jew by a corner of his cloak and say, “Let us go with you, for we have heard that
[G-d] is with you.”
Zechariah 8:23 JPS
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Glossary
Amidah. Standing in prayer. “The Amidah” is also known as the Shemoneh Esrei. Silent
part of davening.
Assur. Prohibited.
Arvit. Another term for maariv; nighttime.
Avera. Sin.
Ba’ali Ger. Path of conversion.
Beis Din. House of judgement – a Jewish court on matters of halacha.
Bitzur. Calling out in distress in prayer.
BT. Baali-Teshuvah. A Jew who returns to Orthodox living.
Chametz. Leavening and leavened products.
Chassidus. Hasidic philosophy (spirituality; Kabbalah).
Chilui. Making an appeal during prayer.
Daven. Liturgical prayers found in Siddurim (prayer books).
Davening. To daven.
Deoraisa. Torah law.
Derabanan. Rabbinic law.
Derech HaShem. The way/path of G-d. Living Orthodox.
FFB. Frum from birth. Raised Orthodox.
Frum. Observant within Orthodox Judaism.
Gentile. See “Goy.”
Ger. A convert, either completed or in process.
Gerim. Plural of converts.
Goy. Non-Jew; one of the nations.
Goyim. Plural for non-Jews; the nations.
Kitniyot. Rice, legumes, etc., that historically could have been cross-contaminated with
leavened products.
Halacha. Jewish law.
Haredi. Ultra-Orthodox.
HaShem. The Name; used in place of the tetragrammaton out of reverence.
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Havdalah. Ceremony that ends Shabbos; includes wine, spices, flame, and separation
prayer.
Itur. Beseeching repeatedly in prayer.
Ivrit. Modernized Hebrew language used in Israel.
JewAsian. One who is of both Jewish and Asian descent and subscribes to either, both,
or neither faith traditions associated with their ethnicity.
Kabbalat Shabbat. Liturgical psalms welcoming the Sabbath.
Keri’ah. Calling to HaShem in prayer.
Ketuvim. Books of history in TaNaKh.
Kevanah. Focus, intent.
Lashon Hara. Evil speech.
Maariv. Evening liturgical prayer from after sunset until halachic midnight and as late as
before sunrise.
Machmir. Stringent.
Machpiel. Parallel.
Mares Ayin. The appearance of impropriety or behavior unbecoming of a Jewish
individual.
Melacha. One of the 39 forms of forbidden work on Shabbos and Yom Tovim.
Melech/Melekh. King.
Melichot. Plural for melacha.
Mesora. Jewish heritage.
Mincha. Afternoon liturgical prayer from after halachic midday to start of sunset.
Minhag. Community tradition that has taken on a form of enforced behavior.
Minyan. Quorum of ten Jewish adult males for davening.
Mishpacha. Family.
Mitzvah. Command/commandment; blessing of chance to fulfill a command.
Mitzvot/Mitzvoth. Plural for mitzvah.
Mohel. Rabbi who performs a b’rit milah, or circumcision, ceremony.

xiv

Moshiach. The Jewish messiah figure; one anointed with oil. Different than Christian
perspective. The “melekh moshiach” is the future king of Israel; expected to be a
man from the line of Solomon, married, has kids, etc. The “who” is not important in
a Jewish perspective.
Muttar. Permitted.
Ne’akah. Groaning in prayer.
Nevi’im. Books of the prophets in TaNaKh.
Nipul. Throwing oneself down in prayer.
Noachide. A righteous non-Jew; one who keeps the seven laws given to Noah.
NT. Christian New Testament.
Olam Haba. The world to come.
Olam Hazeh. The present world.
PaRDeS. Kabbalistic four levels of interpretation. Peshat (surface, plain meaning),
Remez (allegoric or semiotic meaning), Derash (comparative midrashic meaning),
and Sod (secret mystical meaning).
Pegi’ah. Relentlessly entreating in prayer.
Pesach. Passover.
Podblog. Podcast and blog combined.
Pulil. Simple prayer within prayer.
Rechilut. Gossip, slander.
Rinah. Singing in prayer.
Sanhedrin. Jewish high court in historical times. Stringent requirements to be a member,
no longer in practice today since there is no Temple or king.
Seder. Order of the meal. Often referred to in regard to Pesach.
Sefer. Jewish religious book.
Seforim. Plural of sefer.
Semio-political. Semiotic-political landscape. Applying semiotics to current politics.
Semio-theological. Semiotic-theological landscape. Applying semiotics to theology.
Seudah. Meal, typically in reference to a festive meal for holiday such as shabbos.
Shabbos/Shabbat/Shabbat. The Sabbath.
Shacharis. Morning liturgical prayer from start of sunrise until halachic midday.
xv

Shav’ah. Hysterical outcry in prayer.
Shemoneh Esrei. Also known as the Amidah. Silent standing component of prayer.
Shomer. Observant, typically of a mitzvah or Orthodoxy in general.
Shul. Synagogue.
Tachununim. Repentance and/or begging for grace in prayer.
Talmud. Oral Torah (Mishna) and commentary.
TaNaKh. Jewish Bible (Torah, Nevi’im, Ketuvim). Different than Christian Old
Testament in numbering, order, and translation.
Tefillah. Prayer.
Tikkun Olam. Reparation/healing of the world.
Torah. The five books of Moses (Genesis – Deuteronomy). Also refers to all of TaNaKh
at times as well as Talmud, depending on context.
Tractate. A category (volume) in Talmud.
Tze’akah. Wordless scream in prayer.
Tzedakah. Charity.
Yetzer Hara. Evil inclination; sin nature.
Yetzer Tov. Good inclination.
Yid. A Jew.
YidBrik. Yiddish compound term created to imply “Jewish Bridges.”
Yidden. Plural of Yid.
Yiddish. Jewish.
Yiddishkeit. Jewish culture.
Yom Tov. “Good day.” A day of rest, like Shabbos, that is part of a holiday. Subject to
most of the same rules, with exception to carrying in public domain and conditional
cooking.
Yom Tovim. Plural for Yom Tov.
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Abstract
Historically and culturally, there is a deep divide of misunderstanding and feeling
of mistrust between the Jewish people1 and the religious organization of Christianity and
its adherents. This rift is directly responsible for a significant portion of the past two
thousand years of Jewish suffering and Christian misunderstanding as well as the current
divide between the two faith traditions.2 Contemporary efforts to missionize Jewish
individuals as part of the Great Commission has only further hindered relationships
deeper than a superficial secular connection. In the early life of Christianity, however,
there were more similarities than differences to the point where one would struggle with
telling the two apart.
Both traditions, by and large, work independently to improve the world and
provide for those less fortunate, often overlapping with a resulting stop-gap. If the two
groups could work together, the possibility greater long-term good will result, both
practically and spiritually. A co-led “bridge ministry” can address misunderstandings and
conflicting theologies to find an amenable solution that is holistically biblical and
consistent.
Section 1 describes the problem in further detail. Section 2 examines different
potential solutions. Section three examines Judaism and Christianity in greater detail to

1

For the purposes of this dissertation, “Jewish people” refers to both those who are of Jewish
heritage and/or ethnicity as well as those who subscribe to the basic precepts of Judaism as defined by the
Thirteen Principles of the faith by Maimonides. Further, it should be noted that some Orthodox Jewish
authorities assert that being Jewish is not based off ethnicity or genetics but rather by religious observance.
As such, even conservative or reform Jews are not considered Jewish. This also precludes cultural Jews.
2

Historical documents at Yad Vashem clearly indicate poor Jewish-Christian Relations as the
source of most anti-Semitism from the advent of the Catholic Church up to the Holocaust of World War II.
It is only a recent trend to have anti-Semitism untangled from the Christian religion, and even then many
who are anti-Semitic have an association to the Christian religion.

xvii

offer a conclusion. Section 4 is a description of an artifact that employs the thesis
solution. Section 5 discusses the specifications of the artifact. Section 6 is postscript. In
the Appendix is the artifact itself (sitemap, links, screenshots, and descriptions).

xviii

Disclosure Regarding Lashon Hara
Within Halacha, there is significant discussion on the matter of Lashon Hara. The
Chafetz Chaim3 discusses the avera at length to help one understand its complexity and
issue. A Torah-mandate4 is to avoid Lashon Hara and there are serious spiritual
consequences for engaging in it. A general approach to the rules of Lashon Hara forbid
the following: (i) speaking negatively about a Jewish individual, even if it is true, (ii)
repeating anything about another without consent, regardless if it seems negative or
positive,5 (iii) listening to Lashon Hara (or one is guilty of it as well), (iv) believing any
Lashon Hara, (v) making a derogatory motion toward a Jewish individual, and (vi)
retelling a negative event, even without using names, if the listeners may be able to
ascertain the identity of the individual. Under certain circumstances, sharing negative
information is permitted and required but due to the complexity of the situation one
should consult a competent local Orthodox rabbi.6
The definition and clarification of Lashon Hara is given here due to the nature of
the content of this dissertation. In the process of study, many Jewish and non-Jewish
sources were consulted. It is the goal of this dissertation to not report anything negative
about an individual or group but to rather clarify and practically analyze Jewish-Christian

3

Rabbi Israel Meir Kagan, Chafetz Chaim (1873).

4

Mitzvoth and prohibitions come from two sources: deoraisa and derabanan. In cases where one is
unsure of an action (such as forgetting a blessing), they are machmir on deoraisa obligations and lenient on
derabanan obligations (such as one would repeat a Torah blessing but not a rabbinic blessing if they do not
recall if they said it already).
5

This is known as rechilut.

6

Aryeh Citron, "Laws of Lashon Hara," Chabad, accessed April 17, 2018.
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/922039/jewish/Laws-of-Lashon-Hara.htm.

xix

relations from many perspectives. This dissertation contains practices that are beneficial
in a variety of traditions and gives a general recommendation on practice today,
particularly in the section on spirituality and Kabbalah. In keeping with the traditional
approach regarding identifying valid sources within Orthodoxy, any source or practices
discussed that do not find benefit and biblical basis will simply be identified as “not
recommended” without specific identification as to the reason for not being
recommended. It is up to the reader to evaluate this determination for themselves and
consult a valid competent local Orthodox rabbi on matters of halacha or application to
one’s own Jewish walk.
I am not an Orthodox Rabbi and cannot comment as if I am one – I can only
provide guidance and feedback based off my education, experience, and research.
As a further note, while most of the research has been based on texts and
multimedia sources, field research is based on the experiences within the Portland,
Oregon Jewish community between 2017 and 2018 and Israel in June 2018.7 The content
discussed is not a negative perspective on either group and to assume one would be
incorrect.

7

All future references to Portland should be assumed to be Portland, Oregon, unless otherwise

noted.
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Section 1: The Problem
Introduction
Judaism has surprisingly survived thousands of years of persecution and attack.
Not only that, but there has also been a recent rise in anti-Semitism in the West and has
created fear among Jewish communities. Chaim Zaid, a paramedic from Kedumim (a
West Bank settlement) finds his environment to be less anti-Semitic and safer than
contemporary life in Europe and the United States.8 His reflection is based on the
Pittsburgh synagogue massacre. On Saturday, October 27, 2018, an average American
without a suggestive criminal record walked into Tree of Life synagogue in Pittsburg and
opened fire, murdering eleven Jewish individuals during worship services on Shabbos.9
This is the largest anti-Semitic terrorist attack committed in the United States to date.10
The Caucasian male, arrested on-site after a police shootout with recoverable injuries,
was a member of an online far-right social media site, Gab.com, and frequently posted
his radical views on his profile, including the brief warning, “screw your optics, I’m
going in” before logging off and heading to the synagogue, guns ready, shouting “all
Jews must die” as he entered the building and opened fire.11 Optics, in fact, is of great
consequence in this situation. Robert Bowers, the shooter, is a known participant in
8

David M. Halbfinger, "Pittsburgh Killing Aftermath Bares Jewish Rifts in Israel and America,"
The New York Times, October 29, 2018.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/29/world/middleeast/pittsburgh-killings-jewish-rifts.html.
9

Andrew Kragie, "The Synagogue Killings Mark a Surge of Anti-Semitism," The Atlantic,
October 27, 2018. https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/10/pittsburgh-synagogue-comesamid-surge-anti-semiticism/574180/.
10

Dakin Andone et al., "Hate Crime Charges Filed in Pittsburgh Synagogue Shooting That Left 11
Dead," CNN, October 27, 2018. https://www.cnn.com/2018/10/27/us/pittsburgh-synagogue-activeshooter/index.html.
11

Ibid.

2
Christian Nationalism, a belief that associates America as a historically Christian nation
with an anti-foreigner bias.12 This is a core issue of the problem I posit. While few
Christian individuals that I know would profess violent urges or modern racism, groups
like the camp Bowers belongs to and Westboro Baptist Church serve as neon signs
illuminating the dingy walkway in the red-light district of contemporary American
Christianity.
These fringe organizations are a minority within Christianity.13 Nonetheless, news
media and the secular community at-large associate these extreme beliefs to the religion
as a whole. While reality is a homegrown terrorist attack, the optics show a religion with
a violent history reliving its own past. War and acts of violence are a result of division
between two or more people groups, either by ethnicity, culture, or history. As a result,
many are based on a religious tenet however extreme the perspective may be. Thus, while
many Christians attest to a peaceful religion of love, the external view can be quite
contrary. In the case of anti-Semitism, Christianity carries a heavy history of its own
terrible actions, and despite contemporary efforts to leave the past buried, the Western
ideals of dissociative behavior carry little weight when dealing with cultures and people
groups that are based on tradition and history. As a result, while contemporary
Christianity seeks to, as some would put it, “love the Jew,” the Jewish individual sees an
overwhelmingly oppressive religion seeking to stamp out their own culture and values.

12
Michael Stone, "Pittsburgh Synagogue Shooter Identified as Christian Nationalist Robert
Bowers," Progressive Secular Humanist, October 27, 2018.
https://www.patheos.com/blogs/progressivesecularhumanist/2018/10/pittsburgh-synagogue-shooteridentified-as-christian-nationalist-robert-bower/.
13

"Westboro Baptist Church," Southern Poverty Law Center, accessed November 1, 2018.
https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/group/westboro-baptist-church.

3
Simply put, while the intention may be innocent, the optics are bad. When a Jewish
individual reads the news about Westboro Baptist and a synagogue attack by a Christian,
they correlate the current events to a historical trend of crusades and holocaust, further
cementing the initial belief to have a fear of Christians.14
For the past two-thousand years, Jewish-Christian relations have been strenuous
at best. The Jewish people15 as a whole have faced endless persecution. From their
perspective, it is mainly at the hands of Christianity. From the onset of the diaspora, the
Jews have travelled from one country to another, benefiting the local economy16 while
being continually forced to move to a new land as a result of anti-Semitism. As antiSemitism grew worldwide, the Jewish people recognized a need for their own home,
instead of being part of another land, and sought a return to Israel.17 At the end of the
Second World War, part of Israel was restored to the Jewish people as a recompense for
the six million deaths that resulted from Nazi hatred and worldwide indifference. This
portion of land was insignificant in respect to the original promise, mostly as a decision
by Great Britain in order to establish mandates for both Jews and Arabs in recognition for
the support different Arab groups provided during the first and second World Wars.18

14

Kragie,

15
It is commonly accepted within Jewish circles to use terms such as “Jew” or “Yid”
interchangeable with “the Jewish people.”

2018).

16

Ben Loeterman, 1913: Seeds of Conflict (PBS, 2014).

17

Ibid.

18

Benji Davis, Geopolitics of Israel & the Middle East (Jerusalem, Israel: Impact Seminars,

4
Historical Roadblocks
The story of the Jews is not just one of history, but one of biblical proportions.
Their history of persecution at the hand of the nations in general has hardened their hearts
and made them resentful as well as suspicious of others. From the Crusades to the
Holocaust, continual harm has been brought to the Jewish people, resulting in the
collective cry to no longer be “chosen.”19 The Jewish people harbor a general resentment
and skepticism of those that profess to be Christians or have knowledge of a “messiah” as
a result of the persecution experienced at the hands of “Christians” throughout history.
The early formation of Christianity was founded on Jews who believed in Jesus as
their messiah. This changed, however, shortly after clashes between the Jews and the
Roman Empire, with the Jewish population ejected from the land. From this point on, the
Christian church was a Gentile movement instead of a Jewish sect, creating a markedly
different theology and eventually leading to the misunderstanding that spurred antiSemitism into existence, with the first accusation being that the Jews killed the
“Christ.”20
Winston Churchill, regarding the Holocaust, said “[t]here is no doubt that this is
probably the greatest and most horrible single crime ever committed in the whole history
of the world.” The Holocaust is in the history books as a horrific event that slaughtered
over six million Jews and many more that were not Jewish. This is common knowledge,
but my experience visiting the Holocaust Memorial in Portland, Oregon and the

19

Jacob Katz, Exclusiveness and Tolerance: Studies in Jewish-Gentile Relations in Medieval
Times & Modern Times (West Orange: NJ: Behrman House, 1961), 13.
20

Greek term for “anointed one,” which in Hebrew is Moshiach, applying also to Moses, the
Judges, and the Davidic line of kings.

5
Holocaust Center for Humanity in Seattle, Washington, only serve to confirm this fact.
Yes, more than just the Jews were murdered during World War II, but that does not serve
to minimize the sufferings of the Jews, nor is it an extenuating circumstance within the
pages of history. Additionally, Hitler repeatedly seemed obsessed with “the Jew” over
any other group or ethnicity.21 The “Final Solution” was specifically to the “problem of
the Jews.”
The systematic targeting to the Jewish people, anti-Semitism, is a historical trend
finally outed as wrong as a result of the Holocaust. It should come as no surprise that the
term “genocide” is coined by a Jewish survivor of the Holocaust.22 The expulsion of the
Jewish people from Israel at the hands of the Roman Empire marked the second diaspora.
Later, the Crusades intentionally targeted Jews and required them to renounce Judaism,
work on Shabbos, and eat pig in front of Gentiles, or face execution.23 Even at the time of
the Reformation, Martin Luther himself penned a letter of extreme anti-Semitism, calling
out the Jews as a horrible mistake and shamed by HaShem, encouraging the destruction
of their synagogues and removal of their passports. When reading just one of Luther’s
terrible comments of the Jews, one cannot help but see it as a future playbook for Adolf
Hitler. Even in recent years anti-Semitic incidents have multiplied greatly in the age of
President Trump.24
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This is not an accusation of the President of anti-Semitic behavior or a political commentary; it
is simply a statement of the fact that the “problem of the Jews” has become a more polarized issue these
past two years compared to immediate recent history.
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History is unforgiving and is usually written by the victors. In the case of the
Jewish people, however, history has been preserved and written by their own people and
culture. Judaism is steeped in tradition and values history, reliving the events year after
year. Chanukah is not simple light triumphing over dark or good winning over evil, as
modern scholars would seek to limit the holiday to, but rather a remembrance of breaking
free from slavery and the bonds that stand in the way of Jewish observance. In this
regard, Chanukah is a Winter-based Pesach.
All Jewish observances tie back to the history of the people of the book. Pesach is
not just a Seder dinner and no chametz for a week, inasmuch as Shabbos is not simply
resting for a day. In fact, each observance has a historical meaning and application. When
a modern Jew observes Shabbat, they are celebrating the first of the holidays that are part
of the Exodus of Egypt. In that moment, the modern Jew transcends their very existence
and shares a meal with those that left Egypt. The same with Pesach - a celebration of
being free from slavery and oppression and being one of those that fled. All of Jewish
observance and the life cycle events tie back to the Jewish identity of all time. With each
cup of wine, each breaking of the bread, the Jew is no longer a single unit, but part of
every Jew from the beginning of all time to the end of this earth. In that, the Jewish
people are one, just as their G-d25 is one. It is for this purpose that the prayers found in
the Siddur, according to Jewish oral tradition (Mesora) are essentially the same as the
original prayers written and provided by Ezra and the Great Assembly.26
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The “o” is omitted out of reverence in keeping with minhag.

The “Great Assembly” was a Sanhedrin established by Ezra and Nehemiah after the Temple
was rebuilt. They addressed many issues such as what to do if the Temple were to be destroyed again
(prayer replacing sacrifices) as well as established many practices.
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The Crusades. The Holocaust. Christ-killers. Not only is this the historical
message, but the current interpretation for many Jews as well. Yad Vashem, the foremost
Holocaust museum in the world, displays maps showing the immigration of Diaspora
Jews to Muslim territories throughout history in an attempt to avoid and hide from
Christian-based governmental structures that maintained a commitment to the eradication
of Judaism as a faith and people group.27 This is the history of the Church as a whole
against the Jewish people. Even famed modern theologians such as John Piper argues
Israel has been replaced by the Church and the Jew forgotten. Is it fair to assign holistic
guilt to a group? A Western perspective rejects this notion, which is one I am liable to
agree with. Part of the challenge, that causes the cognitive dissonance in this area, is that
we are not dealing with only a Western world, but also an Eastern mindset – one that
relies heavily on history and legacy. So, while it may not seem reasonable to many to
establish “guilty by association,” there is nonetheless the issue that the Middle Eastern
culture, in particular, does adhere to this mindset. With this cultural difference in mind,
the Christian church must instead change, apologize, and make amends with the Jewish
people in order to establish long-term effective Jewish-Christian Relations.28
Should Christianity change? Why must history play a role in the lives of
Christians today? This is the struggle of a cultural difference. While Eastern culture relies
on tradition and history to pave the way, postmodern Western culture abdicates the
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This perspective is not wholly indicative of all the ecumenical variants/denominations of
Christianity (for the purposes of this dissertation, this includes Catholic and other similar Orthodox groups,
not just Protestants). I address this disconnect as part of the problem later in the dissertation. The issue
indicated here is a general appearance from an Orthodox Jewish perspective.
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responsibility of absolute truth and rejects historical attachments. This cognitive
dissonance is problematic and must be overcome. Is the intent to create guilt to motivate
change? Far from it. I mention the history of Jewish-Christian relations from the
perspective of the average Jewish individual to help educate and enlighten Christians
today about key cultural issues that inhibit the effectiveness of contemporary attempts to
move forward. Does Christianity today commit the same crimes of history? Not
necessarily. There are two main camps, theologically speaking, that connect to
soteriological concerns in relation to anti-Semitism.29 Regardless of this view, however,
in order to enable open communication, the cognitive dissonance must be overcome.
Western colonialism and individualist identity are at conflict with the communal ideology
of Eastern traditions. While the Western approach is indifferent to history, referring to the
lack of personal involvement in the problem, the Eastern perspective holds the church
today accountable for the actions of the past. Much like the war in the Middle East, it is
complicated. While the church today is not the church of the past, the past does testify
strongly to the Jewish individual what to expect from the Christian. It is not all doom and
gloom, however. Many Christians, especially of late, have accomplished great good in
mending relations.30 As a result, more Jewish individuals and organizations are
recognizing the changing tide of Christianity and believe positive Jewish-Christian
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relations is a future reality.31 Two key issues at hand when dealing with Christian antiSemitism are (i) the lack of understanding, or ignorance, of actions that are anti-Semitic
(usually in relation to Christian supersessionism) and (ii) the disconnect of historical
impact and responsibility.
Theological Roadblocks
There are two main approaches to building a bridge between Jews and Christians:
practical application and philosophical theological discourse. This dissertation will only
address practical application. This approach disregards religious observance and enables
both parties to team up and accomplish great works of charity and world-improvement,
called tikkun olam. Tikkun olam originates from a Kabbalistic view of the Creation
event.32 While this first approach, at a cursory glance, seems simple and reasonable, there
are inherent struggles with its broader application. Despite the notion of Jews and
Christians working together in large-scale tikkun olam within a secular environment is
plausible and has been realized by Beit HaGefen as well as the Jerusalem Center for
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Marc Schneier, "Has the Golden Age of American Jewry Come to an End?," The Times of
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conscience and soul. As HaShem has the mission to repair these jars, us humans, being formed in His
image and containing His Light, have been transmuted with this responsibility to be caretakers and
stewards of creation, repairing all of these vessels. Tikkun olam is the act of repairing these vessels.
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Jewish-Christian Relations, this does not adequately address the inherent distrust forged
by two thousand years of persecution and oppression alone. For example, in the Portland
Orthodox community, it is felt a primary issue with working with Christians is the
superiority Christianity displays and the heavy emphasis on evangelism. The call for
evangelism of the Jews, however, is more than of other people groups. Since Christianity
was birthed from Judaism, there seems to be an understandable inner need to convert
Jews. James Carroll of The New Yorker addresses this phenomenon:
Christian claims for Jesus are based on ancient Jewish expectations and hopes.
That the surviving custodians of those expectations and hopes resolutely reject the
claims calls the faith radically into question. Can Jesus really be [G-d]? Can he
really be raised from the dead? The Jewish ‘No!’ rings far more loudly than any
other negation, whether from Muslims, Buddhists, or atheists. That is why the
effort to change ‘No!’ into ‘Yes!’ has been an engine of Christian identity for two
thousand years.33
Christians typically, as a result, often find it essential and requisite to convert their Jewish
fellow. What most proponents of Jewish evangelism fail to realize, however, is that these
attempts at conversion and evangelism leave a sour taste in the Jewish palate and hinder
progress in positive Jewish-Christian relations. In order for improvement in JewishChristian relations to succeed, Christians must avoid attempting religious dialogue that is
evangelism-driven to the Jewish individual.34 There are extra-religious groups in
existence that accomplish this, such as Beit HaGefen in Haifa, Israel, that serve as
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This is not to say religion cannot be discussed. Some are wholly uncomfortable with the topic,
yes, but there are nonetheless those that will engage in respectful religious dialogue as long as it is void of
evangelism.
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examples as well as excellent resources on working with both Jews and Muslims to better
the world.
This disconnect between the reality of tikkun olam and the widespread distrust
many Jews have of Christians in general brings forward a question and challenge: how
can we positively and productively address proper Jewish-Christian relations? This
dissertation aims to address the important issue of anti-Semitism within Jewish-Christian
relations, realized or not, and in doing so, foster cooperation and friendship between
Jewish and Christian individuals. While the long-term intended goal is to affect JewishChristian relations as a whole, this dissertation cannot effectively address both Jews and
Christians as broad audience categories. For the purposes of this dissertation, this written
component is intended to reach two groups: (i) Jewish individuals attracted to this type of
discourse (regardless of branch affiliation)35 and (ii) evangelical Christians that show an
interest in Jewish-Christian relations.36
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Within Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform circles, there are typically two “camps” on JewishChristian relations: those willing to consider it and those uninterested. My efforts in this dissertation keep
my primary audience as evangelical Christians with a secondary audience of potential seekers within
Jewish communities. Those seekers are a primary target for the artifact component of this dissertation.
36

With the focus on evangelical Christians, the form of Christian expression discussed in this
dissertation focuses primarily on conservative, fundamentalist evangelical doctrine but also provides
examples of success from non-evangelical Christian sources.
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Section 2: Other Proposed Solutions
Just as the Crusades and Holocaust exacerbated the problem of Jewish-Christian
relations, so too does the affiliation of Christian individuals and agencies with groups
known for their Far-Right ideologies bring immediate concern for the safety of Jewish
life. Additionally, the support of the Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions movement, a wellknown anti-Semitic organization and political force, by those who affiliate with
Christianity37 further underscores the main problem that Jews and Christians have with
each other: a negligent misunderstanding of each other. This is generalized and is often
the result of a narrow conservative Christian perspective. For example, Dietrich
Bonhoeffer actively worked to save hundreds of Jews during the Second World War, but
still emphatically maintained an anti-Semitic perspective regarding the status of the Jew
by mandating evangelism of the Jew.38 These conservative groups maintain this approach
to Jewish-Christian relations: physically save them in order to spiritually save them. This
has created an interesting approach of the creation of the term “anti-Judaism” in order to
argue that evangelism efforts are not anti-Semitic, just anti-Jewish.39 There is no
difference, however, for the Semite is the Jew. They are inexplicably linked. This, as has
been addressed, causes more harm than good. We need real practical effort, but we also
must have a religious tolerance. There is hope, however, as there are many efforts already
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in action to improve Jewish-Christian relations for the purpose of accomplishing tikkun
olam.
Bridge-Building
In Haifa, Israel, Beit HaGefen runs events that are designed to show the three
main faith groups (Jew, Muslim, and Christian) that behind each icon is a human just like
them, building a bridge of peace to allow the three Abrahamic faiths to operate with each
other’s support. Beit HaGefen is known primarily as an Arab-Jewish Cultural Center, but
actually focuses on interfaith social and cultural events for all three groups to promote
tolerance and coexistence.40 Beit HaGefen may be the oldest organization in Israel with
this approach, but a more well-known one is located in Jerusalem: the Jerusalem Center
for Jewish-Christian relations. The Rossing Center, part of the Jerusalem Center for
Jewish-Christian Relations, focuses on both religious and cultural components to find
understanding, respect, justice, and equality.41 Outside of organizational structure is the
Jerusalem quarters. The Jewish, Christian, and Muslim quarters all operated peaceably
with each other and rely on each other for economic business and support.
In late 2017, President Trump, in response to Christians in influential positions,
officially recognized Jerusalem as Israel’s capital.42 This decision helps heal historical
rifts and rebuilds possibility for future trust. In June 2018, the House Foreign Affairs
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Committee of the United States of America passed a bipartisan Israel anti-boycott act.
This action, co-sponsored by well-known Christian individuals in government is also
heralded as being positive for the Jewish people and further helps build practical secular
bridges.43
The efforts are not limited to work happening in the State of Israel, however. In
the Declaration on the Relationship of the Church to Non-Christian Relations of 1965,
history was made. The Second Vatican Council addressed Jewish-Christian relations by
calling for a change of dialogue for the better. To work toward the elimination of
Christian anti-Semitism, the Council advocated for close positive Jewish-Christian
relations by identifying with the connection through the Patriarchs. Specifically, the
Council asserted that Jews are not to be viewed as rejected or accursed by G-d and that
they in fact have their own unique covenant that remains valid today. Additionally, the
Council discourages blaming the Jews of the New Testament, the Jews of history, and the
Jews of today for the crucifixion.44 The declaration “decries hatred, persecutions, [and]
displays of anti-Semitism directed against the Jews at any time and by anyone.”45
Principles enumerated in the declaration call for each diocese to have a commission for
Catholic-Jewish relations, even in areas where there is no apparent Jewish community.
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This commission takes initiative in improving relations in the local community and
arranging regular meetings to increase dual understanding of the Jewish and Catholic
faiths. The meetings must be respectful and promote diversity. Evangelism of Jewish
individuals is to be avoided and common prayer in appropriate situations with Jewish
individuals is promoted. The declaration also acknowledges this could lead in increased
interfaith marriages and insists that pastoral care should engage and provide support to
those in such situations.46 In all, the declaration by the Council is a historical landmark
that is an example of how each ecumenical group can create an atmosphere that invites
project such as this dissertation’s Artifact. In fact, in response to this declaration, the
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops emphasizes the importance of Jewish
traditions such as the Passover Seder and the need to not only experience the Seder but
retain the Jewishness of it without introducing any Christian content to the event.47 In a
Question & Answer document, the Church asserts the Sinai Covenant as valid and that
Jews must keep fidelity to that Covenant.48
The Catholic Church is not the only group to recognize the need of improving
Jewish-Christian relations on a practical and theological level. This approach, Covenant
Theology, is also shared by the Continental Reformed, Presbyterian, Congregationalist,
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Reformed Baptist, Anglican, and Wesleyan (Quaker) denominational faith traditions, just
to name a few.
Additionally, several individuals in recent history that have attempted to bridge
this divide. Bruce Chilton and Jacob Neusner discuss the topic of religious tolerance with
world religious at large but focus in-depth on improving understanding and tolerance of
Judaism, Catholicism, and Mormonism.49 Marv Wilson is an advocate of JewishChristian relations and his resume shows it. Although now retired, Wilson worked
endlessly on modeling interfaith dialogue in his courses, textbooks, television
documentaries, and study tours. His work was not just theoretical, however, but also
practical in his partnership with different Jewish scholars when co-editing.50 Those
interested in learning more can read Chilton’s or Wilson’s works, or even the works of
Anthony LeDonne (historical Jesus movement) and countless others.
Conclusion
There needs to be a cultural shift that provides stability for the bridge-building
effort of improving Jewish-Christian relations. There are Christian organizations that
have accomplished great leaps as well.51 While my focus in this dissertation is toward an
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evangelical Christian audience, these bridges are not designed to be limited to only
evangelicals. Rather, the long-term aim is at the larger component of Jewish (all) –
Christian (all) relations. In the larger scope, the concept is for the general title of
“Christian” to be considered, be it evangelical, Lutheran, Catholic, Episcopalian, etc. The
goal in providing historical context is not to focus only on the negative or create guilt for
the reader, but to highlight that despite the great work that has been done, there is still so
much more to do. Also, despite all these individuals and their efforts, few Jewish
individuals I have spoken to have heard of any of those names or their affiliated
organizations. This alone shows the leaps and bounds ahead in the marathon of building
an effective and long-term bridge of Jewish-Christian relations.
In order to build a bridge of mutual trust and understanding between Jews and
Christians, there ideally should be a firm foundation to build on. In pursuit of improved
positive Jewish-Christian relations, we need to recognize and overcome a key disconnect:
many Jewish-Christian disputes come down to cultural differences (Western versus
Eastern mindset) as well as lack of knowledge. Despite the impressive works of the
Catholic Church, Chilton, Wilson, etc., there seems to be a generalized absence of this
information in the Orthodox Jewish community. While I can only speak from experience
in the Portland community, my contacts in other major Jewish communities resonate this
lack of awareness.
Middle Eastern cultures rely heavily on tradition. The Western mindset of
postmodernism and its cognitive dissonance remove many Christian groups from the
dialogue and thus must be overcome. By starting the dialogue, looking at examples of
past success, and recognizing the need to continue to improve Jewish-Christian relations,
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we have the beginning of the bridework initiative that engages both Jews and Christians
simultaneously. As a result, building the framework of the bridge is sufficient, and that
framework is the discontinuation of Christian anti-Semitism by educating both Jewish
and Christain audiences about both faith structures. This provides a better level of
understanding as well as building the habit of tikkun olam by practical application of
Jewish-Christian initiatives.
Regardless of the attempts to harmonize the two faith structures to get along, there
will always be those that reject and refuse to engage. As a result, there will be the
necessity to have lenient Jews, of whom are in good standing in the Orthodox
community, who maintain the Jewish side of the bridge, as well as Christians in a similar
position on the other side of the bridge. If an organizational approach such as my
dissertation artifact can be maintained and implemented on a large-scale rollout by
engaged Jews and Christians, then those who are participants can take the progress and
ideas back to their respective tribes and affect actual change to make tikkun olam no
longer an ideal or a small-scale dream but a reality and active work in progress.
The first step toward repairing the world is building a bridge between Judaism
and Christianity that is founded on tolerance and similarities. If both sides are willing to
forgive and be forgiven, we can start with a clean slate. Although possible, this part is
rather difficult and will take time and effort for healing to occur. It is encouraged that
both sides learn what it means to be a light to the nations by shining brightly together.
Both sides need to welcome the messianic age not by world devastation but by finally
providing an environment deserving of the messiah. This bridge-building is already at
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work in many communities in many capacities, which gives hope to continued and
expanded success.
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Section 3: Thesis
Introduction
A co-led “bridge ministry” addresses misunderstandings and conflicting
theologies to find amenable solutions that are holistically biblical and consistent. In order
to accomplish this, however, one must first learn more about both Judaism and
Christianity from both a physical and spiritual approach. Afterward one can then engage
the concept of bridge-building. In my work in the Portland community I have discovered
hesitancy for Jewish individuals to participate in something that does not maintain a clear
Jewish appearance. 52 As a result, my dissertation approach is twofold: a component
marketed toward Christian audiences and a component marketing toward Jewish
audiences. My goal in this written dissertation is to address a primarily Christian
audience to introduce the website and podcast artifacts. Since there will no doubt be
Jewish individuals that read this component, as well as Christians unfamiliar with all the
denominational perspectives (and for some even their own), I provide a brief summary of
different perspectives within the umbrella of Christianity. As a result, this written
component focuses more on providing education regarding Judaism with a secondary
focus on Christianity, whereas the website maintains a primarily Jewish feel to engage
the Jewish audience.
Physicality of Judaism & Christianity
Judaism is, by far, a definite minority both in a religious as well as racial/ethnic
consideration. Nonetheless, the impacts that the Jewish people, and Judaism as an
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extension, have had on the world are innumerable, forging even the very foundations of
how the collective of humanity would define utopia, bringing a metaphoric heaven on
earth scenario.53 A 2016 estimate of the Jewish population worldwide resulted in an
insignificant fourteen million when compared to the entire population of the planet being
over seven billion.54 As a result, the worldwide Jewish population is a feeble .2%
(imagine being in a room with five hundred people - only one person in that room,
statistically speaking, would be of Jewish ethnicity or faith).55 If the Jewish people make
up less than one-quarter percent of the population of the world, then why does it seem to
be that the Jewish people have such a high influence in society? Also, what does it mean
to be Jewish? There are as many subcultures of Judaism as there are cultures in the world
today. Each culture, tradition, and language in the world gives birth to another form of
Jewish expression. The people called to be the light to the world are truly the only people
that are so diverse as actually to be found in each and every culture. The dispersion of the
Diaspora (both of them) has consequently led to every culture having its own Jewish
subculture to express itself.
What is one to do with this knowledge? From a purely religious viewpoint, in
educating evangelicals on how to understand better and befriend the Jewish people, there
is much to learn. The Christian church charges itself with being a light to the nations, yet
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it fails to see how a nationhood of priests is already accomplishing that with greater
success than their own missional attempts.56 Christianity has much to learn from the
multicultural diversity found within Judaism: one that embraces the differences yet
remains essentially the same. Take Jewish people from the different cultures across the
globe and put them together and an amazing thing can be observed: unity within the
difference. While they may have different foods to make, they all have a Jewish origin.
Each Jew will have a different assortment to bring to a seudah, but every family,
regardless of location, will have a Seder during the first night (or two nights if outside of
Israel) of Pesach. While each speaks its own language, they can all commune together in
Hebrew. Yiddish, Ladino, and otherwise form beautiful casual conversation, but
everyone recognizes that Hebrew is the holy tongue and thus utilized for prayer.57 While
they all have different methods of labor, they all rest on Shabbos together.58 While they
all have different traditions and understandings of the world, they all worship HaShem
together in the same fashion, chanting the same prayers with the same tunes in unity,
passed down from generation to generation, retaining its essence of Jewish life, much like
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how the Oral Torah retained its purity to be recorded as the Mishnah and subsequently
codified into the Talmud.59
Judaism is different from other religions in that Judaism is baked into the very
identity of the culture and people group. To be Jewish could be a religious affiliation,
citizenship, cultural trend, etc. Outside of religiosity lies another layer of diversity as
well: that of the subcultures transferred from one’s raising. The most common groups, the
“main three,” are Sephardic,60 Ashkenazi, and Mizrahi. Each of these main groups has
their own languages, traditions, and observances. Outside of the main three are even more
differing varieties of Jewish living from a cultural assimilation. How much of Judaism
has been affected by assimilation and how has Judaism remained standing when
compared to its alternatives, despite the risk of assimilation? Judaism retains its unique
profile and identity, every subculture included, not only sanctifying key traditions that
prevent assimilation but also by identifying new traditions and observances in
contemporary cultures that are then appropriated into the Jewish way of life.
Additionally, while Judaism can be broken down into a nearly infinite number of
subcultures, Judaism as a whole is a united front as a result of shared basic traditional
components that clearly define a Jewish lifestyle, either haredi in praxis or completely
unengaged.
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What Does It Mean to be Jewish?
“Being” Jewish can mean many different things: observant ethnic Jew, ethnic
non-observant Jew, non-ethnic observant Jew (convert), and non-ethnic non-observant
Jew (former convert). Judaism functions as both a racial/ethnic identity as well as a
religion. Within halachah, one is only a Jew if they are born of a Jewish mother or are a
convert.61 Despite this, one who converts is granted full status as a Jew and held in high
esteem, since not being obligated to be Jewish, they still chose the regimented lifestyle.62
So how can this question be adequately considered and answered? Judaism as a people
group is a debate even within Jewish circles. This is one extreme end of the debate, which
can be understood with the notion that a conversion to Judaism grants the convert full
status as a Jew by birth.63 However, despite this practice, one can run a genetic test to
determine how much of an ethnic identity an Ashkenazi Jew may have.64 While this
profile can be looked at, there needs to be a clear definition between religious Judaism
and ethnic Judaism. As already discussed, one can be an ethnic Jew but not a halachic
Jew.
One must recognize the difference between religious Judaism and ethnic Judaism.
The two are inexplicably linked, however, with the religion being tied to the people
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group, so the easiest way to discuss the matter is to recognize that Judaism is a people
group or culture. Just as one can marry into another culture, so we can, therefore, treat
converts in a similar status. While not carrying the genetic makeup that exists from Mt.
Sinai, Jews by choice take on the identity of Judaism in a way that, especially given the
risk of being identified as Jewish, earns them the right to be considered Jewish in all
regards, just not as much at risk of the genetic challenges than many Jews by birth.65
Defining the Subcultures of Judaism and the Jewish People
Within the larger umbrella of Judaism and what it means to be a Jew, there are the
subcultures that are based out of locale, language, and tradition. While the Sephardic and
Ashkenazi communities have retained a semblance of the Jewish faith and practice in
their cultural heritage, the Mizrahi Jewish people abdicated much of their Jewish
inheritance in exchange of blending in with the Asian66 communities.67 Recent trends and
popularity in Judaism and Jewish culture have permitted a resurgence of Asian Jewish
people that identify with both Asian and Jewish practice, thus influencing future Jewish
living and continued traditions.68 As a result, a different approach to reach the Jewish
people is needed, one that engages all of the Jewish subcultures and through embracing
traditions and customs represents a form of Judaism itself.
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A prime example that can be used from the field research is that of Pesach: while
Sephardic Jews will eat rice and beans, only avoiding leavened foods, the Ashkenazim
avoid all kitniyot as well as chametz. Generally speaking, the main differences between
these three groups tie into the level of observance or commitment to the mitzvoth.
Ashkenazim are more stringent in general,69 with Sephardim70 having a more laid-back
yet observant approach, and Mizrahim still defining who they want to be. There is a
display at the Skirball Museum in L.A. that depicts a Jewish synagogue discovered in the
Eastern areas a long time ago.71 Alongside the impressions of traditional Jewish art were
the Zodiac symbols and engravings of Zeus, etc. This is an excellent example of the type
of assimilation that occurred. Those that keep Shabbos and keep the mitzvoth typically
retain their Jewish identity, while those that do not lose their identity. The notion that
JewAsian is an upcoming trend and expanding serves of crediting the Jewish hopes that
the Messiah will return soon.72 Each of these main subcultures brings forth different
tastes, musical styles, and traditions, yet are still essentially “Jewish” in one form or
another. To best understand how the community is, one must participate and observe
them as well as their surroundings.
Culture Within A Culture
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While these three main subcultures are the most popular, the truth is that for every
culture, there is a Jewish companion culture. In order to survive the thousands of years of
persecution, the Jewish people have had to learn how to adapt and keep their Judaic
tradition and identity alive. A Sephardic (and Sephardi) Kabbalat Shabbat service is
immensely more musical than a typical Ashkenazi service. As a result, Jewish music in
Spain sounds like Spanish flamenco, whereas Middle European (Yiddish) music will be
more like Colallia,73 including the klezmer in a variety of quick to slow paced tunes. In
each culture are two extremes: liberal and traditional. The traditionalists maintain their
Jewish and local cultural essence, serving as a living time capsule, while the liberals will
push boundaries to have a cross-cultural existence that sometimes abandons both the
Jewish and local cultures altogether.74 The best media example of this is Seinfeld, a show
about nothing that was really about everything, showing the idiosyncrasies of life through
a very Jewish lens (Friends, as well, has some unique Jewish moments that are easily
overlooked).75 In fact, NBC nearly did not air Seinfeld out of concern of it being “too
Jewish,” and it ended up being Middle America that enjoyed the program the most.76
Additionally, the American Jewish culture has a blend of assimilation in which certain
items are adopted from secular or pagan practices and “made Jewish,” so to say. This
practice of appropriation is best known for certain meals and traditions, such as the “lox
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and bagel”77 or the fedora that Orthodox men will often wear.78 Since American Jews
typically identify as ethnically or culturally Jewish and not religiously Jews, Jewish
practices will be blended with other practices, resulting in gifts given at Chanukah,
“Chanukah trees” in the homes of some, etc. What can be historically observed is that the
Jewish culture will typically take on observances, a “look and feel,” of the parent culture
it dwells in.79 A great example of both extremes are the Jewish Community Centers.
JCCs serve as hubs of operation for the entire community and will feature both very
observant events and very non-observant events.80 Modesty is important in Orthodoxy
and the JCC will have members that are less than Orthodox in appearance.81 Thus, within
the very central life of American Judaism, there is great diversity in practice and
tradition. This diversity creates a challenge when it comes to practice and how to respect
the differences found within the great spread of contemporary Jewish life.
Practical Faith Models
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Regardless of the barrier that seems to divide religious and cultural Judaism, the
fact remains that Judaism and the Jews are inseparable, and one must look at the religious
(Judaism) aspect of the Jewish people as well. Within Judaism, it is said, via tradition,
that there are three things that determine legality and religious observance: (i) Torah, (ii)
Talmud, and (iii) community/family tradition. If a tradition is practiced for four
generations, it gains the status of personal minhag, which has authority but less so than
rabbinic guidance.82 As a result, Judaism is both quite diverse in its practice and also very
restrictive in what can be practiced, careful to ensure that there are no traditions that lead
to assimilation and death of what it means to be Jewish. Thus, while there are great
differences between the “big three” versions of practiced faith,83 there are limits in which
no Jewish individual will attempt to cross. The limits that none of the main branches of
Judaism will cross is summarized in Maimonides Thirteen Principles of the Faith. These
thirteen principles are the basis of which every form of Judaism must adhere to in order
to be Jewish and offer a place in the Olam HaBa. The principles are the essence of
Judaism, and as a result, make perfect sense. The application, however, is transferred via
tradition and practice. It is even acknowledged that a Jewish individual must be careful of
the friendships they keep so that one is not led astray from the Jewish faith. For example,
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some rabbis will not permit their children to make friends with children of other religions
until they are well into adult life and firm in their religious foundation so that they are not
tempted by other religions.84
As a result, there is a clear tolerance for many levels of observance, but it is
dependent on which point of view is being considered. For the Orthodox, the
Conservative and Reform movements are not Jewish, but rather Jew-ish. For the Reform,
they all are Jewish. Regardless of one’s level of observance, however, all the different
forms of practiced Judaism reject Messianic Judaism as a Jewish denomination and
instead contend that it is a Pentecostal movement of Christianity, and the terms Hebrew
Christian or Messianic Christian are better utilized.85 This is an important clarification for
the church as a collective whole to recognize: while Jews are willing to work with
Gentiles who choose to be Christian, they are not willing to be around efforts of
evangelism or any activities that could lead to missionizing or attempting to convert
Jews.
Additional Thoughts
In a world where assimilation is a valued decision, the Jewish people have been
firm in their observance of tradition in order to remain separate and unique among the
nations. It is this approach, exemplified by the cross-cultural observance of the mitzvoth
and Shabbos, which shows the world what the Jewish people are: the people of a book
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and a tradition that transcends the commonplace. Despite the history of anti-Semitism,86
and despite the staggering numbers of their minority, the Jewish people are some of the
most influential thinkers, tinkerers, and leaders in the contemporary (and historical)
world.87 All of Judaism is closely tied, however, to its religious framework, and as a
result, one must accept Judaism as a whole, both people, and faith, ethnos and praxis, not
piecing it out part by part.88
In every generation, in every culture, and in every land are the Jewish people,
living as part of the culture yet retaining their own distinctive flavor that is in
synchronicity with every other Jew across the globe. There is a place for the Jewish
individual, where they are an observant Jew or not. That is a universal faith tradition and
the true definition of what it means to be multicultural, finding a great diversity within its
own unity. In the context of providing a bridge between Christians and the Jewish people,
the following appendix will help with a practical application, but the theoretical
framework must be clearly understood: the diversity within Judaism and the Jewish
people results in a modicum of tolerance and acceptance of other people and differing
faith traditions. This tolerance, however, is best defined in the “coexist” bumper sticker:
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Jews are willing to engage in discussion with Christians, but generally only to the degree
of getting along.
Practical Application
It is clear that while Judaism may be diverse in its practice,89 it is different when it
comes to the foundational elements that comprise religion. It is in that framework that
Judaism keeps its essence, which has kept its purity and avoidance of assimilation:
retaining a faith tradition that embraces core concepts. The easiest Christian comparison
is “unity in essentials, diversity in nonessentials.” The Jewish people really are a foreign
culture to most Christians and there is much more to learn to be among them, including
their norms, forms, and language.90 Hands-on field research is instrumental regarding the
depth and breadth of the Jewish culture. Reading and attending lectures can only take one
so far – an actual engagement is needed. Unfortunately, for many evangelicals, this
engagement is not available. In recognition of this, there is a gap that needs to be filled.
What evangelical Christianity could benefit from is Jewish organizations that are
willing to educate evangelicals and partner with them as “brothers-in-arms.” There are
some groups that do this, but it seems that many evangelicals are unaware of these
resources.91 Additionally, there is much to Christianity that is Jew-ish, and it seems to
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come as a surprise to the Christian populace. If Christianity originated from Judaism,
then it should seem Jewish in essence.
Even in consideration of all of this, the theology of Jesus and of G-d is a glaring
problem that can easily escalate as history has repeatedly proven. In that regard, there
will always need to be Jews who are fluent in Christian theology and Christians fluent in
Jewish theology to help maintain a bridge between these two great faiths. This is best
realized in the SemioBytes podcast and also present in the website and social media
YidBrik components of the artifact.
Spirituality of Judaism & Christianity
Judaism, especially Orthodox Judaism, has done an excellent job at promoting
itself as a religious framework based on a people group, history, and scores of seforim.
With five books of Torah, and over seventy-five books of Oral Torah to complement,92
there are still hundreds, if not thousands, of books that discuss the complexity of Judaism
and Jewish life. At the Portland Kollel, several hundred books are on display, and Rabbi
Tzvi Fischer once commented that all the knowledge contained in all the books at the
Kollel represent less than ten percent of the totality of Jewish knowledge and study.93
Needless to say, Judaism is vastly complex and knowledgeable. The extent of halacha
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can seem overwhelming and infinitely detailed to the untrained eye. The downfall to the
seemingly unending library of knowledge is the spiritual component can often be
overlooked or ignored. Judaism is, at its core, a relationship with the Creator.
Christianity’s birth from Judaism makes it a prime comparison to better
understand components of the ancient faith, despite the significant differences that clearly
outline the two as different religions as people groups. The claim to having a relationship
with something beyond humanity is not unique to Judaism, however, as both Judaism and
Christian advertise that their respective religious faith is a relationship with G-d.
Christianity promotes this relationship has a spiritual nature to it, which is seen via its
practice of prayer, worship, and devotion times. This can range from very conservative
liturgical approaches to charismatic practices of faith healing and collapsing during
worship. In comparison, Judaism is a closer match to Islam or Catholicism in its
observance with set times for liturgical prayers and a clear outline without deviation on
all services.94 One’s personal prayer life is usually limited due to the different
understanding of HaShem. To compensate for this, Kabbalah is the mystical end of
Judaism in which one develops their personal relationship with HaShem via spiritual
practices that include meditation and prayer. Kabbalah, however, is easy to
misunderstand and view incorrectly. The term itself even comes with a negative
connotation for many due to the variants of Kabbalah visible in Hollywood and
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elsewhere. Kabbalah as a whole has a negative stigma within Christian and Yeshivish95
circles in due to the Hollywood version that is stripped of context and used as a gateway
to new age spirituality. Within Orthodoxy, however, Kabbalah is a valid practice that
retains Torah-based principles. For example, all modern observances of Shabbos are
based in Kabbalah.96
What is Kabbalah?
As Rabbi Eli Deutch explained in a class,97 Kabbalah, in simplest terms, is the
“why” to the “hows” and “whats” of Judaism. From nothing, nothing comes. Nothing
finite can create itself. These are not just platitudes from a rabbi that lives in the Old
Quarter in Jerusalem – they are metaphysical laws of science. So how did the world get
started if it could not create itself? There needs to have been a source of creation,
something beyond finite. Simply put, Kabbalists call this source the Ein/Ayn Sof, which
means “no end” or “the infinite.” The Ein Sof, by nature, is not limited by time and
space. It is not a blob, either. It is something more, something beyond. In our finite state,
we are limited to our ability to study and understand something that transcends the limits
of our own existence. Nonetheless, we try. The human attempt to understand the Ein Sof
is religion, and the Ein Sof is commonly referred to as “G-d.” Kabbalah is nothing more
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than the Jewish attempt to understand and connect with this Infinite source.98 In Hebrew,
Kabbalah means “to receive.” Kabbalah is related to machpiel. We learn from the parallel
of the relationship in our lives to connect with the Infinite. Inter-relationships and study
of relationships should be able to have principles that can apply to the Infinite. Kabbalah
is about a deeper level of understanding of Torah.99 Rabbi Deutch helps clarify with
examples on machpiel:
Think of a relationship you did not choose: parents. In a healthy situation, the
parents will love the kids more than the kids love the parents. What do the parents
do for the kid when it is born? Everything. What is the kid doing for the parent?
Nothing. In the western world there is a screwed up understanding. The love we
truly want is not about what we get, but what we give. We extend our identity
toward that other and love the other like we love ourselves. Fast-forward: little kid
grows up. Does Jacob want to get married at some point? Yes. Growing up, did
your parents feed you? Clothe you? House you? Did you do anything to upset
these people? Make them cry? Did parents still take care of you? Yes. Yes. And
yes. Jacob leaves this primary relationship in life to a spouse where if he treats her
how he treated his parents it would not work out well. So why do this? It seems
fairly idiotic (leaving physical conditions and societal conditioning aside, looking
only at emotional support and connection). Why make this choice? Under your
own control? Little bit. There is something that this relationship offers that the
parent relationship never could. In a health situation, the relationship with the
parents is so stable that it is almost like it is not even there (loved and treated
same regardless of how we behave). We transition from the stability of the parent
relationship to the delicacy of the spousal relationship. The spousal relationship
can be very good but also has the risk of going negative if not invested in
correctly. Only when one can destroy a relationship is that choice a real choice.
Thus free will.100
There are two principles that Rabbi Deutch discusses to help propel the thought process
forward. The first principle is that the idea that we are shooting for with the infinite is the
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spouse-like relationship. The second principle is the level of the relationship is going to
depend on the lower of the two in the relationship.101 As a result, the finiteness of
humanity limits the level of relationship to a finite status. Additionally, this is where the
Jewish concept of mitzvoth comes in.102 Rabbi Deutch argues that we do not need to
understand the rules themselves, only that obedience to these rules enhance the
relationship. Thus, following Torah, regardless of how we feel or understand it, we
choose observance to grow closer and lack of observance to distance ourselves from G-d.
History and Traditions of Kabbalah
Kabbalah has existed within Judaism as long as Judaism itself has existed – it just
has not always been called Kabbalah.103 Kabbalah is nothing more than the received
tradition of spirituality to connect to the Infinite (as has already been established).
Kabbalah is attributed to have originated with Abraham/Avraham.104 In fact, the first
book on Kabbalah is attributed to him: Sefer Yetzirah.105 As with everything Jewish,
there are different traditions of observance in Kabbalah. The main traditions practiced
today are: Hasidism, Orthodox (non-Hasidic), Jewish Renewal, and secular popular (such
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as the Kabbalah Centre).106 Hasidism was founded by the Baal Shem Tov in the early 18th
century and is oriented around integrating Kabbalah into daily Jewish life. The main
Hasidic group in existence today is Chabad.107 While Yeshivish typically disapprove of
Chabad and Hasidism, there are many Kabbalistic practices within this movement that
have a contemporary value. Chabad does great introducing a topic but does not dive deep
in the topic, much like a toddler pool, so their resources are excellent to begin learning
but one should really develop connections to competent local Orthodox rabbis. Orthodox
(non-Hasidic) is typically assumed to not study Kabbalah, but such is a result of the
approach of discouraging Kabbalah learning among most. Some study Kabbalah, but
many do not actively know much of Kabbalah, despite its integration into everyday
Jewish practices. 108 That stated, there are some rabbis that excel in Kabbalah, but the
notion of “danger” and “secrecy” is typically assumed by many, reserving Kabbalah for
those well-learned and over forty years of age. Jewish Renewal is attributed to Rabbi
Zalman Schachter-Shalomi and was founded in 1962. Based in Chasidism, this approach
seeks to renew Judaism instead of restoring it, matching Reform Judaism more than
another other subset.109 This approach is contrary to Orthodoxy and would strain
Christian acceptance as well. This approach is not recommended. The last tradition, the
secular popular approach, is the one made popular by Hollywood icons and is based on
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Rabbi Philip Berg’s foundation of the Kabbalah Centre in 1969.110 A secular approach to
Kabbalah is much like jumping into a deep pool without first learning how to swim. To
engage in serious Kabbalistic study without having a firm foundation of Judaism is
therefore not recommended. Even though many Jewish practices exist from Kabbalah, in
these cases it is better to practice without understanding than it is to attempt to understand
without wisdom.
The Secret Dangers of Kabbalah
Kabbalah has historically been known as something dangerous and secretive.
Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan discusses this in relation to meditation. He likens meditation to
mountain climbing. If one were to, without training, experiences, or resource, attempt to
hike Mount Everest, it would be considered quite dangerous and ill-advised. However, if
one prepared, trained adequately, and had the right resources available, they would be
fine with the hike. The same is true of meditation, and as an extension, Kabbalah. Easing
one’s way into it and training with a master is not dangerous. Taking off the deep end
without preparation is.111 According to Rabbi Gadi Levy, there were two main Orthodox
approaches to Kabbalah. One group viewed Kabbalah as dangerous while the other group
did not. There are many anthropomorphisms found in Kabbalah, which is considered
dangerous within Judaism since one must be careful in their understanding of HaShem.
Thus, the first primary group was rather outspoken on the dangers of Kabbalah. The
second group, the minority, did not voice objection to Kabbalah and did not bring
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argument on the topic, perhaps to avoid Lashon Hara.112 Rabbi Deutch expands on what
is meant by the secrecy of Kabbalah:
Why is Kabbalah a secret? It’s not a secret in terms we are familiar with. Imagine
a person in university and doing their thesis on the concept of love. Locked in
dorm room and researches love throughout the ages. Sits there and puts thoughts
together. After ten months, prints 300 pages and submits thesis: “What is love?”
Goes out dorm room to submit to professor. As he’s walking across campus he
meets a girl and falls in love. Reads through paper and chucks it in the fire. Why?
What’s the problem? Looking back at the paper, the words were technically true
but they don’t do justice to the experience he is experiencing. The external words
do not do justice to the internal experience. Until he entered into the world and
realm of love, he could write about it but still be on the outside. We can only
understand it from the inside. Note: we can only understand Judaism by
experiencing it. We learn Kabbalah by experiencing it since no one can tell one
“the secret.” The Kabbalist takes a theory and puts it into practice. Take from
mind and put into matter. “The biggest distance is the distance from the head to
the heart.” The childish view is the checklist. The more mature view is the
relationship and life found in it that guides us to Yiddishkeit and mitzvoth
observance. So what are the Kabbalists? The concept of Kabbalah is a deeper
level of understanding of the Torah. What does that mean? Simply, there is the
story of the Jews in the land of Egypt. There’s movies about it but the book is
better. It’s part of Jewish history. It’s in the Torah. The Torah isn’t here to teach
us Jewish history. So why is it there? It teaches us teachings for our own lives.
Another layer: Egypt in Hebrew means narrow borders or “that which is holding
you back.” Breaking out of Egypt is breaking free to the desert where there is
nothing. We all have our own Egypts that hold us back. When we break free of
these constrictions we find ourselves in a desert. A place of nothingness/openness
(not the “openness” of the safe spaces on campus). From that place we are able to
receive a new piece of information: when we are open to receive something. We
have to all come to openness to receive new information to help us live in a way
that is fulfilling and growth-oriented. So, Talmud & Kabbalah teaches PaRDES
(four levels) which is different layers of understanding. Kabbalists seek to study
the deeper layers via study and meditation, etc.113
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Modern Application of Kabbalah
There are many components to Kabbalah. The expansiveness of the topic
prohibits a decent summary of every Kabbalistic practice. The main Orthodox application
of Kabbalah today is its practical existence in the different components of daily Jewish
life. That said, for Kabbalists there is much more. Kabbalah changes one’s way of
thinking and viewpoint of life as a whole. Miztvoth are no longer just commandments but
rather spiritual practices that has long-lasting impact.114 In order to have a fuller
understanding of how Kabbalistic living works, one must first know about the
emanations of G-d.
The Sefirot
Kabbalah teaches, and it is well accepted within Judaism, that there are ten
emanations or manifestations of G-d, known as the Sefirot. It is by these ten Sefirot that
one can travel, or transcend, from concealment to revelation. The Sefirot are: Keter
(Crown), Chochmah (Wisdom), Binah (Understanding), Da’at (Knowledge), Chesed
(Kindness), Gevurah (Strength), Tiferes (Beauty), Netzach (Victory), Hod (Splendor),
Yesod (Foundation), and Malchus (Kingship).115 Each Sefirah represents a different part
of the tree of life (as well as the tree of knowledge of good and evil). It is through these
Sefirot that one understands how HaShem works. For example, rain is given in response
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to prayer by HaShem extending Chesed to us and restraining Gevurah.116 All the Sefirot
must work in balance, however, or there would be chaos. Too much Chesed would result
in flooding and too much Gevurah would result in drought. The Kabbalist looks at the
impacts of each Sefirah and correlates them to units of measurement: time, distance, and
direction. Additionally, depending on expressions, Sefirot could potentially be
manipulated to accomplish great deeds such as the creation of the Golem.117, 118 Today’s
practices, however, are less magical and more spiritual.
Comparative Analysis
The spirituality of Judaism rests solely within Kabbalah. From an outsider’s
perspective, it can be viewed as witchcraft or magic and wholly inappropriate. There are
some traditions that have this history and are not recommended practices. There are,
however, plenty of practices that both Judaism and Christianity share that are valid and
impossible without spirituality. Meditation is a modern Jewish practice that is rooted
within tefillah. Meditation is a touchy subject within Christianity as a result of Indian,
Hindu, Wiccan, and secular practices. Jewishly-speaking, however, meditation can be
accomplished via mindfulness, chanting, prayer, etc.119 Many of these have a Christian
counterpart: meditating on a passage of Scripture such as a Psalm, finding silence in
prayer to be closer to G-d, and repeating “scripted prayers” to bring one into a greater
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spiritual state. Prayer, Jewishly-speaking, is expressed in one of ten different ways:
Bitzur, Shav’ah, Tze’akah, Ne’akah, Rinah, Pegi’ah, Keri’ah, Nipul, Pulil, Tachununim,
Chilui, Amidah, and Itur.120 While Christianity does not necessarily define these ten types
as prayer, each of these types is also visible within contemporary Christian praxis such as
worship music at a church, prayer groups, reading verses, altar calls, etc.
There are no doubt differences between Jewish and Christian praxis which help
contribute to the existence of two different religions. Most of the difference is due to loss
of transmission of mesora as a result of the second diaspora and Christianity developing
without access to its Jewish roots. It would behoove Christians, however, to learn more
about Kabbalah and find meaning in their own spiritual practices. This is presented and
realized in the Kabbalah Pod podcast component of the artifact.
Additional Thoughts
Kabbalah is a large topic that requires years of study and diligence, which could
be why it is a topic best reserved for those who are settled and ready for deeper study.
Kabbalah is essential to Jewish spirituality in the past, present, and future. Kabbalah
provides the Jewish individual with the attempt to connect to HaShem and having a
relationship with G-d, which transcends the limitations of our own finite existence.
Frequently misunderstood, Kabbalah is not paganism or witchcraft. Kabbalah is the path
from human knowledge to divine wisdom and more. Kabbalah is a relevant Orthodox
practice that has practical application for both Jews and Christians. After all, Kabbalah is
nothing more than the received tradition from Avraham, the first after a period that chose
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monotheism and to have a relationship beyond this temporary realm. Kabbalah permits us
to learn from the sages before us and stand on the shoulders of giants in a hope to reach
ever closer to the heavens.
It is negligent for the Christian to write off Jewish practice since Christianity
originated from a Jewish sect. Additionally, according to Christian texts, Jesus was
Jewish and observant. Thus, it would make sense for Christians to naturally engage roots
of their faith. Further, to write off Kabbalah would subsequently deny the validity of any
Jewish and/or Christian practice that is spiritual in nature. Without spirituality, there is no
connection. Without connection, there is no life. Without life, there is no continuation of
the movement or reason for existence.
Practical Application
How can one practically apply Kabbalah? It is rather simple, really. Prayer is the
most common application of Kabbalah. There are many levels to Kabbalah and a nearinfinite amount of credible sources to read and learn from. Based on the advice of Rabbi
Gadi Levy and Rabbi Kenneth Brodkin, recommended authors include: Rabbi Aryeh
Kaplan, Rabbi Moshe Chaim Luzzato, Rav Shimshon Dovid Pincus, Rabbi Nachman
Breslov, and Rabbi Dessler. These are solid Orthodox sources that do not stray from
basic Torah practice. Sefer Yetzirah is a foundational read, as well as the Zohar, however
both of those texts are quite advanced. To learn how to think kabbalistically, one must
first learn the basics and interact with Kabbalists. Luzzato’s work, Derech HaShem, gives
the Jewish foundations of everything, and as a result, Kabbalah as well. Rabbi Eli Deutch
has a WhatsApp podcast that provides daily thoughts from a Kabbalist. The first step in
learning is becoming literate on the subject. Additionally, Kaplan’s book, Jewish
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Meditation, is a great primer into basic history and fundamentals of Kabbalah in its
course of educating the reader on meditation from a Jewish, and biblical, perspective.
For those committed to the approach, there are also practices one can implement
to help grow their spirituality while learning at the same time. Prayer already addressed,
meditation is an excellence step. Breslov’s work, Outpouring of the Soul, is a great short
read to guide one in the different forms of meditation. Kaplan also has several works on
meditation that help expand and educate on the topic while having one apply the lessons
during their learning process. After one spends considerable time with the basics,
advancing to the foundational texts is helpful but also caution must be heeded: there is a
lot in the texts that need a local Orthodox rabbi versed in Kabbalah for guidance so one
does not veer off-course. Judaism is not lived in a bubble but rather a community. There
is a Jewish warning to not learn alone. When one does not have an active study partner,
their yetzer hara becomes their study partner, and that is not advised, especially with
Kabbalah.
Bridging the Gap
How can Jews and Christians forge a theologically practical solution to enable
them to resolve differences and work together? The answer is finding mutual ground,
such as spiritual practices in Kabbalah, which enables both Jews and Christians to
communicate without overstepping. Bridging this gap is not one of philosophical waxing
of theology, but rather a point of education. Just as I address the Jewish perception of
Christian anti-Semitism and bring to light the many Christian groups and individuals
diligently combating anti-Semitism, in this section I bridge the gap of misunderstanding.
I reviewed Jewish theology from a primarily Orthodox perspective. There are groups in
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addition to Orthodoxy such as the Conservative and Reform movements, as well as
secular cultural Judaism. Theologically the best approach is to educate on the most
complicated primary group in a religious sense. In regard to Christianity, however, it is
different. There are many theological camps within Christianity. While Judaism at first
glance may have denominational differences and barriers, we are talking about a minority
population in the world where the religious Judaism is primarily expressed through
Orthodoxy. Within Christianity, which is a major worldwide religion, there are many
moving parts that help provide a diverse setting for many different faith traditions.
Overview of Christianity
While Christianity may be a recent religious movement when compared to the age
of other historical faiths, it has nonetheless developed a complex system of its own, rife
with scores of denominational differences. While many of the smaller issues define the
differences between each denomination, there are also larger doctrinal differences.121
Despite these denominational variations, there are core doctrinal statements that each
denomination must be in agreement with in order to be considered “Christian.”122 This
doctrinal statements vary from denomination to denomination, but the most commonly
accepted creed is the Nicene Creed. Below is a summary of the Nicene Creed but
intentionally portrayed within a similar format to the “Thirteen Principles” that Orthodox
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Judaism abides by. 123 This simple approach allows readers to, at first glance, see how
similar Judaism and Christianity are in their view of the world. This dissertation does not
broach religious differences beyond the simple listing due to the limited confines of a
DMin artifact-project dissertation. Following the key component summary below is a
brief structural overview of the Christian church as well as highlights of unique attributes
to major denominations. In this way, I hope, the ecumenical voices can be heard, even if
only briefly. From personal experience, many Orthodox Jews are unfamiliar with the
finer points of Christian theology and instead are only familiar with their own oral
tradition of what Christianity is as well as the uglier encounters such as those found in the
introduction of this dissertation that give Christianity a bad reputation. If nothing else, for
the Jewish reader, there will be a recognition that while many groups identify as
Christian, the term is quite broad in its association. This will hopefully encourage a better
understanding of the basics of Christianity in order to help build a foundation for the
bridge.
Key Components of Christian Theology
My summarized “thirteen principles” of Christian are:
1. Belief in the sufficiency and inerrancy of the Christian canon of
the Bible.124
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2. Belief in the personal knowability and infinite existence of Gd.125
3. Belief in the Trinitarian nature of G-d.126
4. Belief in the person of Christ.127
5. Belief in the necessary death of Christ for the salvation of
mankind.128
6. Belief in water baptism and the indwelling work of the Holy
Spirit.129
7. Belief in repentance, justification, and sanctification.130
8. Belief in eternal salvation for the perseverance of the saints.131
9. Belief in the punishment of those who do not repent or believe.132
10. Belief in one holy church and the need for regular participation in
the Christian community.133
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11. Belief in the sanctity and necessity of the sacraments.134
12. Belief in the messianic era and the world to come.135
The Nicene Creed does not fully represent every Christian tradition in detail but is
nonetheless the most popular representation of Christianity as well as an excellent basic
summary. For the purposes of this study, the key Christian practices are based on the
“average” Christian observance. This includes attending Sunday worship (songs, prayer,
pastoral message, tithing, announcements), having a small group to meet with once a
week each week, attending any church classes as desired, reading Christian Bible as
desired, and praying as desired. The average Christian life is very independent-driven,
which results in those who are committed and those who are not being side by side every
Sunday. Spirituality over study is a general focus with the emphasis on one’s
independent, not necessarily corporate, “relationship” with G-d.
Structure & Differences of Christian Denominations
According to a 2001 survey, there are over 33,000 denominations of Christianity
worldwide.136 This large number, however, relies on a loose definition of the term
denomination.137 The major Christian traditions are: Roman Catholic, Protestant
(includes Anglican), Independents, Orthodox, and Unaffiliated, with a 2015 estimate of
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1.2 billion Roman Catholics compared to a paltry 500 million Protestants.138 Still a
conservative estimate of denominations would summarize the major Christian
denominations as: Adventist, Baptist, Brethren, Catholic, Congregational, Episcopal,
Anglican, Fundamentalist, Evangelical, Holiness, Lutheran, Mennonite, Methodist,
Orthodox, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, and Reformed.139 The main organizational structure
would look similar to this:
1. Roman Catholic
2. Protestant
a. Baptist
b. Pentecostal
c. Methodist
d. Presbyterian
e. Lutheran
3. Orthodox140
The larger the categorical division, the larger the differences between the
denominations. For example, the Catholic vs. Protestant division is one of the largest
historical rifts in church history as a result of the Reformation. The Protestant church
relies on the Christian Bible alone for inspiration, whereas Catholicism includes the
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authority of tradition as well as the Papal authority. Protestants look for salvation only by
grace through faith, whereas Catholics also require good works. Protestants do not
require a priesthood as an intermediary, whereas Catholics look to the Papal authority for
absolution of sin and intermediary prayer.141
The Christian denominational structure is vast and complex to put it lightly. This
structure does show key differences in theology, however, which makes an understanding
of the system necessary. In spite of these differences, however, the average common
Christian would identify with a statement of faith similar to that of the Nicene Creed
provided earlier. There are minor differing beliefs, but this Creed gives a starting point
for the Jewish reader.
Overview of Judaism
Key Components of Jewish Theology
Maimonides constructed the Thirteen Principles,142 which is widely accepted as
the definition of essential Jewish beliefs.143
The Thirteen Principles of Judaism are:144
1. Belief in a perfect Creator that is the primary cause of existence.
2. Belief in the unity singularity of G-d.
3. Belief in the non-corporeality of G-d.
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4. Belief in the eternal existence of G-d.
5. Exclusive worship of G-d and no other gods.
6. Belief G-d communicates via prophecy.
7. Belief in Moses as the primary prophet and teacher.
8. Belief in the divine origin of the Torah.
9. Belief in the immutability of the Torah.
10. Belief that G-d is all-knowing and providential.
11. Belief in divine reward and divine punishment.
12. Belief in the messiah and a messianic era.
13. Belief in the resurrection of the dead.
These principles are clarified within Jewish thought (Yiddishkeit and mesora) to
give a narrower path to follow, such as how the belief in the messiah must meet certain
conditions.145
Summary of Doctrinal Jewish Praxis
Within the Jewish fold, there are many varieties of observance, which results in
different practices. While the Thirteen Principles is the required “creed” of the Jewish
faith, one’s own Jewish faith and observance can be influenced by community practice,
family tradition, regional styles, and even commitment. The three “main” groups in
religious Judaism are Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform. Haredi are a form of ultraorthodox. Another differentiation typically found in the Orthodox society is Hasidic
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(Chassid) or Yeshiva (Yeshivish). Chassid are typically more mystical and emotional
whereas the Yeshivish are more logic and study-oriented. Family tradition typically
comes from Ashkenazi (from Europe & Middle East), Sephardic (mainly from Spanish
areas), and Mizrahi (Asian cultures). Regional styles will blend one’s family tradition
with a particular flavor of religious fervor. For example, the West Coast Orthodox groups
will be more lenient and integrated into society than East Coast Orthodox groups.146
Community practice takes it a step further. The Portland community is more relaxed than
other West Coast groups, and the Orthodox community is split between Ashkenaz and
Sefard practice.147 Most of the Orthodox Chassidic Jews attend the Chabad House and
operate within their own mini-culture that is separated from the rest of the Orthodox
Jews, and often fall along the haredi approach.148 There are also Conservative and
Reform Jews in Portland, but by and large their leniencies, such as driving on Shabbos,
make them appear nearly fully-assimilated into the non-Jewish culture. Additionally, the
Conservative and Reform movements are leaning more toward an embrace of goyish (as
in non-Hebrew roots and not Messianic Judaism) Christianity already.
In this particular setting (Portland, Orthodox, Yeshivish), the average Jewish
individual will daven shacharis, mincha, and arvit. They are also observant of all other
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prayer practices including blessings.149 Through all prayer times during the day, one
hundred blessings are recited daily.150 Davening is typically done with a minyan at a shul.
Friday evenings include Kabbalat Shabbat service and community meals.151 Shabbos
shacharis is a longer service, taking three hours of prayer and reading of weekly Torah
portion.152 Weekday shacharis is typically forty-five minutes long. Shabbos mincha is
about thirty minutes (includes haftarah153 portion) whereas weekday mincha lasts about
fifteen minutes. Closing Shabbos maariv and havdalah is about fifteen minutes compared
to weekday ten minutes. Essentially, the weekly Jewish life is davening three times each
day, making one hundred blessings each day, reading Torah each week (twice – once at
shul and again on own), and reading the Talmud portion each day.154 Orthodox Jewish
practice involves following mitzvoth, studying, and being intentional with how one lives
each day. Orthodox Jewish living is a communal life. While very study-driven, there is a
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focus on how to build one’s relationship with HaShem. This is accomplished via good
deeds, being frum, learning, and being a light to the nations by living the words of Torah.
Comparative Analysis
Similarities Essential to Bridge-Building
There are many similarities that enable Judaism and Christianity to work in
partnership. Within an understanding of ethical monotheism, both Judaism and
Christianity are proponents of being a light and living righteously. Both groups study
their religious texts and find a relationship with G-d. Both groups care about helping
those less fortunate (mercy ministries compared to acts of tzedakah). Both groups believe
in an observant lifestyle and being “sanctified” or “set apart” from the culture of the
world. Both have a form of Sabbath and do not overlap each other (of all the mitzvoth,
Shabbos is reserved for the Jew alone, and thus Christians are not permitted to keep
Shabbos).155 The similarities are many, despite the divergence of these two groups long
ago. The mutual goal of ethical monotheism points in a same general direction. While the
guiding principles have key differences, there is much to work with. These similarities
allow a partnership to foster the framework of initial bridge-building.
Roadblocks to Integrative Partnership
The key differences between the guiding principles create future roadblocks to a
long-term successful partnership. The main roadblocks are related to doctrine. A middle
ground is an appropriate matter for a PhD examination. However, before one can engage
theology at that level, bridge ministries must first exist and succeed in providing neutral
155
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ground for dialogue and partnership in projects. YidBrik and SemioBytes are excellent
solutions to this problem and start the conversation. For the average participant, putting
Christian anti-Semitism and misunderstanding to rest by educating via a bridge ministry
is an excellent starting point. After all, there are similar narratives at play. Both Judaism
and Christianity share Creation. They share Noah. They share Abraham. They share the
Exodus and Moses. They share King David. It is on the matter of Jesus that they no
longer share a narrative, but rather have their own.156 Must this deviation permanently
divide the two religions? The issue at hand is not merging religions, but, rather, as Dr.
Leonard Sweet would advocate for, harmonizing the two faith groups into a cohesive
blend.157 Just as light is refracted from one brilliance into seven different colors of the
rainbow, so too can Judaism be refracted into different walks of life for both the Jew and
the non-Jew, taking the expression of the seven layers of light as seven basic laws – the
basic laws that HaShem gave to Noah for all of humankind. This long-term approach is
best realized within the initial efforts of the accompanying artifacts.
Next Steps & Recommendations
In consideration of everything discussed thus far in the written component, as
well as the components of the artifact about to be presented, I recommend some next
steps, both for Jewish and Christian audiences.
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Jewish Audience
The primary recommendation I make for a Jewish audience is to move forward.
While much of Judaism is steeped in a rich Mesorah that keeps the faith alive, antiChristian biases have also been brought into contemporary society. This problematic
situation is best examined in the ancient texts. While at the time of the writing of several
texts, such as the Shulchan Aruch as well as the Talmud Bavli (and many other works),
non-Jews were primarily idolaters. In contemporary society, the average non-Jew is not
an idolater. While there are still idolatrous religions in existence, such as Buddhism, most
individuals today, both secular and religious, do not worship idols. The days of Baal and
Dagon are gone, and the world today follows the laws of science over the laws of
religion. If we, as a Jewish people, continue to look at non-Jews, or Christians in
particular, as idolaters, we will never be able to bridge relations. Additionally, while
Christianity has a history of anti-Semitism, this history cannot and should not be used to
label Christians today as anti-Semitic. Yes, some Christians may very well be antiSemitic, as addressed in the beginning of this dissertation, but categorical labeling is no
different than the type of labeling, generalizing, and assuming that anti-Semitic
individuals do regarding Jews. Additionally, there are significant works toward positive
Jewish-Christian relations, both discussed in this dissertation and many more not
addressed due to the limitations of this format, engaged by numerous Christian
denominations. The efforts of my research for this dissertation track indicate that
contemporary Christians are more likely to desire positive Jewish-Christian relations,
despite the evangelistic limitations provided earlier, over any incidental anti-Semitic
tendencies. Additionally, incidental is a key term here, again recognizing that while a
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Jewish lens sees anti-Semitism as increasing (which it is), anti-Semitism’s affiliation with
Christianity as a whole is primarily and issue of optics.
We must recognize that while our Eastern tradition gives us a rich history, this
history is incongruent with the Western mindset and an approach of being in the now. As
a whole, the Jewish community needs to learn that Jewish-Christian relations requires
Jewish engagement, and that the tikkun olam that brings forward the messianic age
cannot be accomplished without partnering all the people of the world.
Christian Audience
The next steps for a Christian audience may seem daunting at first glance but are
actually simple to address. As mentioned, optics is a primary challenge. While it is not
altogether “fair” to hold optics and history against Christianity and Christians today, the
reality is that these assumptions do exist and need to be overcome. Making clear and
evident efforts to take a stance against Jewish evangelism is a necessary first step. From
there, continued efforts to fix the narrative are essential. The age of social media allows
anyone, anywhere to “go viral” or be a sensation. Everyone has an immediate platform
for their tribe online. Leverage these technologies to help take control of the story and
redirect it. While the New Testament has the ending pages already written, the reality is
that life is not a published novel but rather a choose-your-own-adventure book. Make
active changes and choices and broadcast them. Take control of the metaphor of the story
to make amends with Jewish organizations, even though the blame belongs in the pages
of history. The Catholic Church showed this is not possibility but a reality with their
charter for Jewish-Catholic relations. Once trust has been established to where the
narrative is changing, embrace the story and make it authentic. This type of active
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marketing and position change will create a reputation that enables Jewish audiences to
watch, see, and build trust that they can engage without fear of anti-Semitism or
evangelism. The dissertation artifact is a great way to get started and connect. Help build
a community of love and a network of bridges.
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Section 4: Artifact Description
The artifact is a website that provides a practical incarnation of the proposed
solution to the ministry problem. This is accomplished by providing a small-scale
example of an approach to unify Orthodox Jews and Christians on a theological and
practical basis using contemporary methods of connection. The format is web-driven
(mobile-friendly site and social media profiles), small content (two blogs), social in
nature (Facebook for comments platform), and voice-connected (two podcasts).
There are five main components to this approach: (i) the website, (ii) the website
blog, (iii) a podcast related to the website, (iv) social media campaign on website social
accounts, and (v) a semio-theological podblog.
The website component (YidBrik.com) offers links to resources and unique
content curated and created to inspire and promote building bridges both practically and
theologically. The website blog that provides occasional updates by analyzing Judaism
with a semiotic lens in order to translate many ancient rituals and traditions into
meaningful contemporary expressions for those unfamiliar with Orthodox Jewish
tradition. A podcast on spirituality (Kabbalah Pod – YidBrik.com/Kabbalah) is regularly
updated to express mysticism and spirituality in terms that both Jews and Christians will
find familiar and meaningful to their own lives, further revealing similarities that the two
groups can work from. Social media posts are created based on trending events and the
Psalms to inspire both Jewish and Christian individuals. Lastly, the SemioBytes Podblog
is a joint-effort between Terry Rankin and myself. The podcast is co-hosted and episodes
(around 10-15 minutes in length) focus on both of our own approaches to the topic of the
episode (incorporating both Jewish and Christian views with semiotics baked in). Both of
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us follow up with individual posts (around 400 words) on our blogs (Terry’s is Semio
City and mine is a separate feed on YidBrik) where we have more depth on our
individual views.
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Section 5: Artifact Specification
Goals and Strategies
The main goal of the Track 02 Artifact is to provide a sample solution to the
problem. In many respects, the artifact itself is a “beta-version” to measure success with
engagement and interaction. Success is measured by: (i) interactions and shares on social
media posts, (ii) testimonials/reviews provided on social media and the website, (iii)
inquiries with topic requests and additional information to get involved), (iv) donations,
sponsorships, ad-referrals, or store sales on swag, and/or (v) clicks to the site from social
accounts, ads, referrals, or search engine results. While all these measurements of success
are ideal, the true measure of success is if one life can be impacted for the better. There is
a Jewish proverb that to save one life is to save an entire world. If YidBrik helps one
person grow spiritually or get involved in tikkun olam, then the artifact is successful. The
challenge with this is that it is difficult to use data to measure life impact, especially with
the passage of GDPR.
The artifact is based on a free podcast host and a self-hosted Wordpress MultiSite
installation on my personal domain to reduce overhead and allow for easier maintenance.
The site receives regular updates, styles changes to stay contemporary, and regular posts.
While the ideal goal is for YidBrik to outgrow me and become a larger organization, I am
content with this being a personal project that shows others how to implement building
bridges on a larger scale. The goal is to improve the world, not give me a career (that
would be a nice side benefit, however).
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Audience
The primary intended audiences of the completed artifact are: seekers online,
Noachides, Orthodox Jews, Conservative Jews, Reform Jews, and Christians. The
audience is encouraged to be inspired, motivated and responsive to content and engage
the material using social media platforms. The podcasts target both Jewish and Christian
audiences, as well as mystics at large. My marketing focus and content focus narrows in
on both Jews and Christians that are open to dialogue of potential bridge-building and
joint efforts of tikkun olam. The content provides semiotic insights (blog, podblog) and
bridge efforts (blog, podblog, podcast) by discussing Judaism in a metaphor and
connective method, highlighting spirituality and middle ground.
Ideally, the audience will be inspired to create good in the world by becoming
more spiritually engaged, helping those in need, or helping build these bridges in their
own community. The aim is for the audience member/user to see Jewish-Christian
relations in a new light or find a semiotic inspiration in their own faith journey. The
simplest and immediate task is for the content to be shared with the user’s own social
network.
Artifact Scope and Content
YidBrik is built on a Wordpress MultiSite installation with Cloudflare backup and
DNS services provided by Google Domains. The site is maintained with code
optimizations, regular software updates, and plugins to expand functionality. Kabbalah
Pod and SemioBytes are both hosted by Anchor FM as a free service and exported to
podcast media players such as Apple Podcasts, Google Music, and Spotify. The content is
organized topically and with sections by a menu in the header and footer. Podcasts are
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advertised in widgets on YidBrik. Additionally, content can be pulled up based on
category tags on posts. A Wordpress-friendly host for the website is the main
technical/functional requirement needed and is already met.
Budget
Costs for the artifact include: labor, domain registration, hosting, add-ons,
Cloudflare, misc. Since I have done my own labor on the artifact, I did not need to budget
payroll but rather my own free time. I have contributed well over 100 hours of labor from
the start of the project through July 9, 2018. Hosting, as previously mentioned, is attached
to my primary domain hosting. As a result, I have no additional hosting fees. I utilize the
free edition of Cloudflare, Google Suite, Canva, and similar tools. By using Wordpress I
have a robust CMS at no additional cost. Since it is self-hosted I can custom every part of
the site at no additional cost. I utilize free plugins and themes. Domain registration costs
are $36 per year: $12 per year for yidbrik.com, $12 per year for yidbrick.com (in case of
misspellings), and $12 per year for semiobytes.com. I utilize the free edition of Zapier as
well as IFTTT to help automate reposting of content via social media. Etsy and Printful
charge fees based on sales and listing for store items. To list the three main items (leather
Kabbalah bracelet, bead Kabbalah bracelet, and SemioBytes Tee) is $5.40 annually if no
sales are made (30¢ per item every two months for listing). There are seller fees but the
sales of the product offset those fees. Currently, sales for 2018 have covered the listing
fees for the year as well as initial supplies purchase. The only outsource is Printful for
printing the Tees, which is included in the Etsy budgeting. All administrative support is
provided by myself or my wife, so there are no costs associated with hiring or
outsourcing on this level. The minimum hardware required is a microphone and smart
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phone device with WiFi and/or data connection. I currently have an iPhone XS, AirPods,
and iPad Pro 9.5 with keyboard to handle all of the website updates and podcast
publishing. The iPhone XS and Airpods are partially associated with a non-related work
and education budget and thus are not budgeted into the artifact. The iPad Pro and
keyboard was purchased for the degree program in August 2016 and also is not allocated
to the artifact cost. The only other hardware involved is on the web host end, which is
covered by my other website. Initially I did invest $50 into print marketing materials
(business cards and car decal).
In total, the entire annual budget to maintain the site is $24. To market the site
using advertisements would require additional funding and this would ideally be offset by
store sales. If no store sales are made during a calendar year, the annual budget to
maintain the setup is $30.
Promotion
My marketing strategy is to create regular social content and use relevant hashtags
on the social media profiles to garner likes and followers. Those individuals will also see
podcast and blog post updates and subscribe or read from there. All commenting is done
using a Facebook plugin to further expand the social reach of the site. I have no
immediate plans for advertisements but will look into it if the store generates enough
sales to cover the costs. My vehicle has a bumper sticker but more for vanity than actual
advertising. The biggest two sources of advertising potential are soft touches in real life
and guest interviews on the SemioBytes podcast. The soft touches allow me to share what
I am doing and ask for feedback and involvement. I hand them a business card and let it
go from there. The podcast guest interviews has potential. Dr. Leonard Sweet is already a
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guest interview for the second episode and more interviews will be added as time and
scheduling allows. In total, the marketing strategy at the moment is minimal – the focus
being the dissertation and artifact building process with marketing a future item after a
library of resources and articles have been added to the website.
Standards of Publication
The “standards of publication” for the website has been a focus on what Google
Webmaster tools, Wordpress, Cloudflare, and leading webhost companies recommend. I
focus on code optimization and offloading resource-intensive components. I also
intentionally design the artifact components to be visually-striking, engaging, easy to
remember, catchy, and short-form to engage a culture that is more into bytes than bites.
Google tools allowed me to focus on search engine optimization and Cloudflare for
website security.
Action Plan
The Track 02 artifact has been a work in progress since the summer of 2017 when
my faculty advisor cleared me to being work on the website and blog components. As a
result, the minimum hours of completion for this dissertation has been exceeded. The
remaining work for the artifact is maintenance fixes and regular content updates. Regular
content updates is defined as such: (i) at least one post per month on YidBrik blog, (ii) at
least one social media post per week on YidBrik profiles, (iii) at least one SemioBytes
episode and follow up post per month, (iv) and at least three Kabbalah Pod episodes per
month.
The technical skills necessary to create and maintain the artifact are: (i) basic
HTML, CSS, and PHP language experience, (ii) and knowledge on using a CMS system
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such as Wordpress. I have been building websites and blogging since Facebook opened to
the general public and Twitter was created. As a result, I have significant experience and
technical skill in the areas needed to deploy this artifact.
The original goal for artifact completion (100 hours worked, site launched, blog
launched, and both podcasts launched) was September 1, 2018. All components were
launched ahead of schedule and with a greater initial quality than originally expected
(complete site instead of wireframes). For all intents and purposes of this dissertation, the
artifact is complete.
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Section 6: Postscript
Initially, I had intended on either a Track 01 or Track 02 with fiction book artifact
when I began the program in August 2016. In the course of my studies for my first
module, however, I discovered that my original thesis was not viable and needed new
direction. In the process of research during the second module of custom coursework, I
revised my dissertation thesis and aim with an entirely different artifact approach. In the
summer of 2017 I began to develop my thesis and percolate on which artifact would be
the best option. My decision to go with the Track 02 with digital artifacts was based on
two main determinations: (i) online is the new nation of the world, which meant that a
website would be an excellent approach that is visually-driven, and (ii) my skillset with
Wordpress and web coding already made this a natural option that I could produce a
workable (instead of wireframe) site. Terry Rankin contacted me in May 2017 to discuss
doing a blog or podcast together as part of a joint artifact. When I ran this past my
program advisor, he recommended doing a podblog format based off helping prior
students with a similar concept. From there, both Terry and I interacted with program
staff to ensure this approach would be viable for an artifact. After receiving director
approval to move forward, I began developing graphics and outline proof of concept to
work from. After initial designs were approved by Terry, we opted to both independently
develop content for our artifacts and meet in the middle with the podblog component. I
then studied popular church websites, business sites, as well as Jewish websites to
determine which content and design should be leveraged for the website. Based off this
research I launched a basic site with pages and initial post in fall 2017. I then created
social media profiles to accompany the artifact. Continual revisions, tweaks, and other
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improvements were made to the website throughout the 17-18 school year to bring it to
its current state. In spring 2018 I launched a podcast to go with the artifact and in the
summer of 2018 Terry and I launched the podblog component.
Society today thrives and survives on the internet. It only made sense to create a
website that functioned just as well on tablets and phones as it did on laptops and
desktops. Websites have the ability to be image-driven, which is key in semiotics.
Additionally, the art of prose is regularly becoming an art of short prose with blogs on the
rise and long-form pieces on the decline. It made sense to develop a blog-based website
that could provide instant access and anonymity to visitors. Additionally, podcasts have
returned to replace radio episodes. My experiences with podcasts revealed that easy-toengage Jewish content was not readily available and that the digital efforts of JewishChristian organizations were bare bones and designed as an institutional outline and
overflow instead of primary means of engagement via blogging, podcasting, and
commenting socially. This is also why the podcasts are hosted on Anchor FM, which is
social in nature (as well as free) to enable engagement within the app and during
episodes. While I could have produced a Track 01 dissertation, such an approach
ultimately is not the goal of a Doctor of Ministry degree, which focuses on application
over theory. Thus, it was necessary to create a practical method for users to engage with
the dissertation. I could have relied on other site designs and providers, but my
experience with Wordpress and its wide platform of users made it a better choice over
competitors such as Drupal, Squarespace, site builders, and basic html coding. Yes, there
is no doubt this artifact could have been executed differently; given my skillset and
experience, however, it made sense to produce the site in its current form.
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In the process of building the artifact I took a risk and launched the artifact a year
before writing the dissertation. While it is advised to complete the dissertation before
creation of the artifact, in my case it not only made sense to develop early and gain
traction, but it also was very relevant at to launch and then update with the dissertation
updates. Additionally, the green-light by program advisors provided confidence with
publishing early. This is not a recommended approach, however, as it does include the
risk of the expert advisor rejecting the work or significant revisions mandated. In the case
of this dissertation, the expert advisor was not assigned until completion of the summer
of 2018 academic term, which provided only a few weeks for feedback on artifact for
early submission of dissertation. Nonetheless, the biggest roadblock was not the artifact
completion or approval but rather finalizing a written statement that fully supports and
leans on the artifact.

Appendix: Artifact
Artifact Links
•

YidBrik Links
o YidBrik.com navigates to main artifact.
o YidBrick.com redirects to main artifact.
§

In case of common spelling error.

o YidBrik.com/Dissertation links to outline of artifact.
o YidBrik.com/Sitemap links to sitemap of artifact.
o Twitter.com/YidBrik links to YidBrik Twitter page.
o Facebook.com/YidBrik links to YidBrik Facebook page.
o Instagram.com/YidBrik links to YidBrik Instagram page.
•

Kabbalah Pod Links
o YidBrik.com/Kabbalah links to Kabbalah Pod component of artifact.
o Anchor.FM/Kabbalah links to podcast profile for Kabbalah Pod.
o Twitter.com/KabbalahPod links to Kabbalah Pod Twitter page.

•

SemioBytes Links
o YidBrik.com/SemioBytes links to SemioBytes PodBlog component of
artifact.
o SemioBytes.com redirects to SemioBytes PodBlog component of artifact.
§

Further development of this, such as a new site, is not part of
dissertation artifact and would be expansion on current offering if
podblog gains popularity and engagement.

o Anchor.FM/SemioBytes links to the podcast profile for SemioBytes.
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o YidBrik.com/SemioBytes-Blog links to my SemioBytes blog posts.
o Semio.City links to Terry Rankin’s landing page for his SemioBytes blog
site.
o Semiotic.com/SemioCityPosts links to Terry Rankin’s SemioBytes blog
posts.
o Twitter.com/SemioBytes links to SemioBytes Twitter page.
Navigation & Sitemap of YidBrik
Online up-to-date version of sitemap viewable at YidBrik.com/Sitemap. Please
note that the sitemap provided here is valid as of November 6, 2018. Future posts and
revisions will result in a changed sitemap structure. Please note the same is true of the
header and footer menus for YidBrik.
Navigation of YidBrik
Social Network Menu
The social network menu is featured in the header of the site as a script loaded by
Cloudflare and provides external links to YidBrik’s Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter
pages.
Header Menu
1. About
1.1. Christians – Click Here
1.2. Meet Yoni
1.3. Dissertation
1.3.1. Kabbalah Pod
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1.3.2. SemioBytes: A Semiotic Theological Chat
1.4. Mission
1.5. What You Will Find Here
1.6. Testimonials
1.7. Scripted Genius
1.7.1. Meet Yoni
1.7.2. Reviews by J
1.8. Sitemap
1.9. Terms of Service
2. Articles
2.1. Jewish Holidays
2.1.1. Shabbat
2.1.2. Passover
2.1.3. Shavuot
2.1.4. Tisha B’Av
2.1.5. Rosh Hashana
2.1.6. Yom Kippur
2.1.7. Sukkot
2.1.8. Chanukah
2.1.9. Tu B’Shevat
2.1.10. Purim
2.2. Jewish Living
2.2.1. Conversion
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2.2.2. Kabbalah / Spirituality
2.2.2.1.

Kabbalah Podcast

2.2.2.2.

Prayer

2.2.3. Kosher
2.2.4. Study
2.2.4.1.

Talmud

2.2.4.2.

Torah

2.2.5. Mikveh
2.2.6. Shabbat
2.2.7. Q & A
2.2.7.1.

Christianity

2.2.7.2.

Conversion

2.2.7.3.

Myths

2.2.8. Yiddishkeit
2.2.8.1.

Dress

2.2.8.2.

History

2.3. Dissertation
2.4. Kabbalah Podcast
2.5. SemioBytes Podcast
2.5.1. Terry’s Thoughts
2.5.2. Yoni’s Thoughts
2.6. Subscribe to YidBrik
2.7. Q & A
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2.7.1. Christianity
2.7.2. Conversion
2.7.3. Myths
3. Resources
3.1. Podcasts
3.1.1. Kabbalah Pod
3.1.2. SemioBytes: A Semiotic Theological Chat
3.2. Dissertation
3.2.1. Kabbalah Podcast
3.2.2. SemioBytes Podblog
3.3. Store (Books, Judaica & More)
3.3.1. Swag Shop
3.4. Instagram Gallery
3.5. Kosher
3.5.1. CrC
3.5.2. Oregon Kosher
3.5.3. OU
3.6. Outreach & Study
3.6.1. Jews for Judaism
3.6.2. Kitzur365
3.6.3. NCSY
3.6.4. Outreach Judaism
3.6.5. Portland Kollel
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3.7. Speaking
3.8. Information for Christians
4. Ask Us Anything!
4.1. Request Speaking Engagement
5. Gallery
6. Subscribe
7. Support Us
7.1. Donate
7.2. Buy a Bracelet!
7.3. Buy the Shirt!
7.4. Store
7.4.1. Books
7.4.2. Judaica
7.5. Swag Shop
Footer Menu
1.
1.1. About
1.2. Testimonials
1.3. Terms of Service
1.4. Christians – Start Here
2.
2.1. Dissertation
2.2. Kabbalah Podcast
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2.3. SemioBytes
3.
3.1. Donate
3.2. Store
3.3. Gallery
3.4. Speaking
4.
4.1. Scripted Genius
4.2. Reviews by J
4.3. Meet Yoni
4.4. Contact Us

Sitemap of YidBrik
Pages
•

About

•

Are You A Christian?

•

Ask Us Anything!

•

cRc

•

Dissertation

•

Home

•

Jews for Judaism

•

Kabbalah

•

Kitzur365
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•

Meet Yoni

•

NCSY

•

Oregon Kosher

•

OU

•

Outreach Judaism

•

Portland Kollel

•

Recommended by YidBrik

•

SemioBytes: A Semiotic Theological Chat

•

Sitemap

•

Speaking

•

Subscribe

Posts by Category
•

Category: Jewish Holidays
•

Sefiros & Returning

•

Elul, Teshuvah, And The Green Arrow

•

Category: Rosh Hashana
•

•

Category: Shavuot
•

•

Sefiros & Returning

Category: Yom Kippur
•

•

Elul, Teshuvah, And The Green Arrow

Elul, Teshuvah, And The Green Arrow

Category: Jewish Living
•

Multifaceted Prayer
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•

Baseline Semiotics

•

Mishpacha in the Face of Tragedy

•

Perfection & Course Correction: A Brief Overview on Dispensationalism,
Noachides, and Evolution

•

The Vessel

•

Living Torah

•

The Nation-State Law

•

Mystical Relations

•

My Trip to Israel in the Summer of 2018

•

“The End” & Tikkun Olam

•

Ep. 2 & 3 on SemioBytes: Interview with Dr. Leonard Sweet

•

Story Exegesis on Parashas Balak

•

Image Exegesis of Light

•

Sefiros & Returning

•

Are You “In Sync?”

•

The Challenge Of Thinking Semiotically

•

The Almond And The Candelabra

•

The Allusion Of The Ark

•

Elul, Teshuvah, And The Green Arrow

•

Category: Conversion
•

Mishpacha in the Face of Tragedy

•

Perfection & Course Correction: A Brief Overview on
Dispensationalism, Noachides, and Evolution
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•

Category: History
•

Perfection & Course Correction: A Brief Overview on
Dispensationalism, Noachides, and Evolution

•

Category: Kabbalah / Spirituality
•

Multifaceted Prayer

•

Baseline Semiotics

•

Perfection & Course Correction: A Brief Overview on
Dispensationalism, Noachides, and Evolution

•

•

The Vessel

•

Living Torah

•

Mystical Relations

•

Image Exegesis of Light

•

Sefiros & Returning

•

Are You “In Sync?”

•

The Challenge Of Thinking Semiotically

•

The Almond And The Candelabra

•

The Allusion Of The Ark

•

Elul, Teshuvah, And The Green Arrow

Category: Prayer
•

Multifaceted Prayer

•

The Vessel

•

Mystical Relations

•

Elul, Teshuvah, And The Green Arrow
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•

•

Category: Torah
•

Baseline Semiotics

•

The Vessel

•

Living Torah

•

Story Exegesis on Parashas Balak

Category: Yiddishkeit
•

Baseline Semiotics

•

Mishpacha in the Face of Tragedy

•

Perfection & Course Correction: A Brief Overview on
Dispensationalism, Noachides, and Evolution

•

•

The Vessel

•

The Almond And The Candelabra

•

The Allusion Of The Ark

•

Elul, Teshuvah, And The Green Arrow

Category: Q & A
•

Perfection & Course Correction: A Brief Overview on Dispensationalism,
Noachides, and Evolution

•

Living Torah

•

The Nation-State Law

•

Ep. 2 & 3 on SemioBytes: Interview with Dr. Leonard Sweet

•

Welcome!

•

Category: Myths
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•

Perfection & Course Correction: A Brief Overview on
Dispensationalism, Noachides, and Evolution

•

•

•

Living Torah

•

The Nation-State Law

•

Ep. 2 & 3 on SemioBytes: Interview with Dr. Leonard Sweet

Category: Semiobytes
•

Baseline Semiotics

•

The Nation-State Law

•

Mystical Relations

•

My Trip to Israel in the Summer of 2018

•

“The End” & Tikkun Olam

•

Ep. 2 & 3 on SemioBytes: Interview with Dr. Leonard Sweet

•

My Introduction to SemioBytes

Category: Study
•

Multifaceted Prayer

•

Baseline Semiotics

•

Perfection & Course Correction: A Brief Overview on Dispensationalism,
Noachides, and Evolution

•

The Vessel

•

Living Torah

•

The Nation-State Law

•

Mystical Relations

•

“The End” & Tikkun Olam
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•

Ep. 2 & 3 on SemioBytes: Interview with Dr. Leonard Sweet

•

Story Exegesis on Parashas Balak

•

Image Exegesis of Light

•

My Introduction to SemioBytes

•

Sefiros & Returning

•

Are You “In Sync?”

•

The Challenge Of Thinking Semiotically

•

The Almond And The Candelabra

•

The Allusion Of The Ark

•

Welcome!

•

Category: Christianity
•

Perfection & Course Correction: A Brief Overview on
Dispensationalism, Noachides, and Evolution

•

•

The Vessel

•

Living Torah

•

“The End” & Tikkun Olam

•

Ep. 2 & 3 on SemioBytes: Interview with Dr. Leonard Sweet

•

Are You “In Sync?”

Category: Semiotics
•

Multifaceted Prayer

•

Baseline Semiotics

•

Perfection & Course Correction: A Brief Overview on
Dispensationalism, Noachides, and Evolution
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•

The Vessel

•

Living Torah

•

The Nation-State Law

•

Mystical Relations

•

“The End” & Tikkun Olam

•

Ep. 2 & 3 on SemioBytes: Interview with Dr. Leonard Sweet

•

Story Exegesis on Parashas Balak

•

Image Exegesis of Light

•

My Introduction to SemioBytes

•

Sefiros & Returning

•

The Challenge Of Thinking Semiotically

•

The Almond And The Candelabra

•

The Allusion Of The Ark

•

Welcome!

Testimonials
•

"5 Stars" by Deanette Y.

•

"5 Stars" by LisaBeth T.
Podcast Sitemaps

Kabbalah Pod
Description
Welcome to Kabbalah Pod!
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I approach Kabbalah within Orthodox Judaism via an unorthodox method,
integrating both yeshivish and chassidic styles to provide a holistic view. I advocate for a
relationship with G-d and aim to help listeners discover theirs.
This is a beginner's approach to relational living. I am not a Rabbi nor Sage at this
and am learning with you.
This podcast is sponsored by YidBrik - Building Jewish Bridges. Learn more at
YidBrik.com/Kabbalah.
Episodes
1. Episode 1: Who and What is Kabbalah Pod?
a. In this introductory episode, meet Yoni, learn what this podcast is
about, and how Yoni is qualified to talk on the subject.
b. Published May 8, 2018
2. Episode 2: Chocolate & Repercussions
a. When we save a sin for later.
b. Published May 11, 2018
3. Episode 3: Being the Child
a. Are we G-d’s Children?
b. Published May 16, 2018
4. Episode 4: Approaching Sinai
a. Make this Shavuos a special time to connect.
b. Published May 18, 2018
5. Episode 5: Keeping Sinai in Our Hearts
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a. Don’t let the mountaintop experience fade away when you
experience the valleys of everyday life. Keep it real and in your
heart, everyday.
b. Published May 24, 2018
6. Episode 6: Meaning to the Action
a. Orthodox Judaism tells us what and how. But what about the why?
b. Published June 21, 2018
7. Episode 7: Expectations & Impact
a. In this episode I discuss my visit to the Kotel and how it impacted
me.
b. Published June 21, 2018
8. Episode 8: Ascend
a. How do we ascend? How do we live how HaShem wants us to? It's
easier than you may think.
b. Published June 25, 2018
9. Episode 9: Inner Wonders
a. The body is an amazing wonder we often overlook. That is why we
need to say Asher Yatzar.
b. Published June 26, 2018
10. Episode 10: Davening
a. Prayer is a critical part of a relationship with HaShem. Davening is
our manual and starter's guide.
b. Published June 27, 2018
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11. Episode 11: Don’t Get Caught on the Small Things
a. Judaism is not a checklist - it’s a relationship. Find beauty in the
mitzvoth and help others succeed too.
b. Published July 2, 2018
12. Episode 12: The Danger of Kabbalah…?
a. In this episode we discuss what is dangerous, and what is safe, in
Kabbalah and meditation.
b. Published July 8, 2018
13. Episode 13: Echad
a. The Shema is a statement. Is it One, Alone, or One & Only? How
about all of them?
b. Published July 11, 2018
14. Episode 14: Three Weeks
a. In this episode I talk about the Three Weeks from an inner heart
perspective. How do these twenty-one days impact you?
b. Published July 17, 2018
15. Episode 15: Hidden Art
a. Relationship with HaShem isn't an equation - it's an art form.
b. Published July 20, 2018
16. Episode 16: Time and Place
a. In this episode, I discuss the spiritual association of Tisha B'Av on
the calendar.
b. Published July 24, 2018
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17. Episode 17: Words Matter
a. How we act and speak has spiritual impact. Listen to learn more
about this circle.
b. Published August 8, 2018
18. Episode 18: Taking Stock in Elul
a. In this month of Elul we take stock. We seek relationship with
HaShem. Take advantage of that jump-start and keep it going
throughout the year.
b. Published August 13, 2018
19. Episode 19: Living Torah
a. We don't need motivational speakers or snazzy Instagram quotes.
We have Torah - our living relationship with HaShem.
b. Published August 20, 2018
20. Episode 20: Rain
a. Rain is one of the most beautiful expressions of weather HaShem
can give us. However, it needs a harmonious balance.
b. Published August 31, 2018
21. Episode 21: Miniscus
a. Miniscus. A big scientific word for a small spiritual barrier. How
do we break through?
b. Published September 4, 2018
22. Episode 22: Judgement & Grace
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a. Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur recall holiness and judgement. At
the same time, we’re supposed to have faith in a loving G-d. How
do we reconcile these opposites?
b. Published September 17, 2018
23. Episode 23: Kabbalah is Necessary
a. Kabbalah is necessary, but credible sources are essential.
b. Published September 20, 2018
24. Episode 24: Temporary Dwellings
a. Sukkos is a holiday if remembrance and a foreshadow of what’s to
come. Our temporary dwelling is more than a sukkah - it’s our life.
b. Published September 26, 2018
25. Episode 25: Commercialization
a. Don't judge Judaism by the media - judge it by the Torah. Don't
live a fast food faith - live a meaningful connection to the Infinite.
b. Published October 4, 2018
26. Episode 26: O What A Wondrous World
a. Take a moment and enjoy the beauty and magnificence of creation.
Transform it into praise.
b. Published October 15, 2018
27. Episode 27: Balance & Harmony
a. Don’t rely on just knowledge, emotion, or spirituality to connect to
HaShem. Find a holistic and unified approach.
b. Published October 23, 2018
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28. Episode 28: Pittsburgh
a. Time the time to mourn. We are mishpacha - family.
b. Published October 30, 2018
29. Episode 29: Eliezer and Meditative Prayer
a. We see one of the first direct references to meditation being
connected to prayer in Parasha Chaiyay Sarah.
b. Published November 5, 2018
SemioBytes
Description
SemioBytes is a “podblog” production by YidBrik and Semio.City that answers
submitted questions via semiotic analysis by addressing misunderstandings to build a
bridge of shalom between the Judaism and Christianity.
We want your thoughts!
Send us your questions:
•

By email at semiobytes@gmail.com.

•

By text/voicemail at +1 (330) REAL-VEX (1-330-732-5839).

•

By form at semiobytes.com.

•

Or via Anchor by leaving us a voice message to play in the episode!

Thanks!
~ Yoni & Terry
Episodes
1. Episode 1: Introduction to SemioBytes
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a. What is Semiotics? Who are Terry and Yoni? What gives them the
right to talk about such complex stuff on the web?
b. Published May 27, 2018
2. Episode 2: Interview with Len Sweet
a. In this episode Yoni and Terry interview Dr. Leonard Sweet
regarding semiotics for both Jewish and Christian audiences as
well as how the two groups can potentially theologically get along.
Dr. Sweet is a foremost expert on theological semiotics and a “Top
100” of Christian authors. His is a distinguished scholar and lead
mentor of a semiotics doctorate program at Portland Seminary. He
regularly advocates for a Jewish perspective in his works and life.
b. Published July 8, 2018
3. Episode 3: Len Sweet, Part 2
a. In this episode Terry and Yoni discuss their interview with Dr.
Leonard Sweet and what that means not only for this podblog and
their dissertations, but also for Jewish-Christian relations at large.
b. Published July 17, 2018
4. Episode 4: “The End” Signs
a. Join Terry and Yoni as they chat about “The End” Signs.
Scientific, theological, philosophical, and more! This episode is a
sneak peak into the part of Terry’s dissertational focus.
b. Published July 24, 2018
5. Episode 5: Yoni’s Israel Experience
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a. In this longer episode, Terry and Yoni discuss the trip Yoni took to
Israel in June 2018 with the adult Taglit Birthright group.
b. Published July 31, 2018
6. Episode 6: Kabbalah
a. In this brief episode, Terry asks Yoni to explain Kabbalah to a
Christian audience.
b. Published August 7, 2018
7. Episode 7: Nation-State Law
a. Terry and Yoni briefly discuss the contentious Nation-State Law
passed in Israel in July 2018.
b. Published August 14, 2018
8. Episode 8: Jewish High Holidays
a. Terry and Yoni discuss Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish new year, and
the semiotics during the Jewish High Holidays. There’s more, but
you need to tune in to find out...
b. Published September 23, 2018
9. Episode 9: Rehashing the Basics
a. In this episode Terry and Yoni discuss semiotics from a
philosophical and religious perspective.
b. Published November 1, 2018
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Descriptive Screenshots of Artifact
Screenshots for YidBrik

Header of YidBrik.
Features social media
links in top right corner,
branding colors and
logo, menu, blogroll to
the left, and widgets to
the right. Widgets
visible in this image
include search site, topic
drop-down, and
Kabbalah Pod
advertisement.
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Mid-shot of front page.
Continued blogroll to the
left and widgets to the
right. Widgets include
SemioBytes
advertisement, Recent
Posts listing, and the
day’s Zmanim.158

Bottom shot of front
page. Continued blogroll
and pagination to the
left. No new widgets.
Footer menu.

158

Halachic prayer times.
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Example of menu
navigation to look up
specific topics for posts,
pages, and articles.
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Shot of the dissertation
page on YidBrikthat
explains all of the
components and
approach as well as links
to copies of submitted
and approved papers
(essays and field
research reports) as part
of the program.
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Screenshot of Kabbalah
Pod page and details of
its role within YidBrik as
a dissertation artifact.
Information on how to
ask questions and
participate in the
podcast.
Also, option to purchase
Etsy store items, donate,
and subscribe to email
updates.
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Screenshot of
SemioBytes PodBlog
page and details of its
role within YidBrik as a
dissertation artifact.
Information on how to
ask questions and
participate in the
podcast.
Also, option to purchase
Etsy store items, donate,
and subscribe to email
updates.
Lastly, disclosure that
some music may be
provided with
attribution.
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Screenshots for Kabbalah Pod

The profile page of the
Kabbalah Pod podcast on
Anchor FM. Includes
description, support link,
and links to podcast
player of choice.

Now Playing list on the
Anchor page. Shows the
different episodes and
their “teaser” content.
Can be listened to online
on Anchor or on any of
the platforms in prior
screenshot.
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Screenshots for SemioBytes

The profile page of the
SemioBytes podcast on
Anchor FM. Includes
description, support link,
and links to podcast
player of choice.

Now Playing list on the
Anchor page. Shows the
different episodes and
their “teaser” content.
Can be listened to online
on Anchor or on any of
the platforms in prior
screenshot.
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YidBrik Social Media

YidBrik Facebook Page.
Features links, reviews,
recents posts, and social
connecting options.

YidBrik Twitter profile.
Features links, recent
posts, and social
connecting options.
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YidBrik Instagram
profile. Features links,
crafted images to market
site and affiliated values,
and social connecting
options.

Kabbalah Pod Social Media

Kabbalah Pod Twitter
profile. Features links,
recent posts, and social
connecting options.
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SemioBytes Social Media

SemioBytes Twitter
profile. Features links,
recent posts, and social
connecting options.
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